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Amassive face-off between
the BJP and the AAP

erupted on Saturday. The BJP
filed a police complaint against
jailed Delhi Minister Satyendar
Jain and Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal after a purported
video of Jain getting massage
inside his cell in Tihar Jail got
leaked and went viral. 

In response, Jain’s legal
team moved a special court
seeking contempt action
against ED alleging that it
leaked the CCTV video despite
their undertaking given in
court. Special Judge Vikas
Dhull issued notice to the ED
and will hear the matter on
November 21.

Delhi Deputy Chief
Minister Sisodia accused the
BJP of leaking Jain’s videos and
claimed that he was undergo-
ing physiotherapy for a spine
injury. Sisodia said Jain had
“fallen down in the jail and was
injured” for which he was
receiving treatment. “Anyone
can fall ill and need treatment,

even someone in jail. But, to do
dirty politics on someone’s ill-
ness…Only the BJP can do
this,” Sisodia said, adding, “Jain
was admitted in hospital and
had undergone two surgeries.
Doctors also recommended
regular physiotherapy.” 

“Now you release video of
it and make fun of it. Aren’t you
ashamed?” the Deputy CM
asked.

“They (BJP) are losing the
MCD and Gujarat polls and
that is why they are resorting
to such cheap theatrics. They
should fight the polls to the
Municipal Corporation of
Delhi (MCD) on issues,” he

said.
Sunil Gupta, former PRO

of Tihar Jail, however, was
quoted by news agency ANI
saying the video makes it clear
that co-prisoners were giving
the Minister a massage. 

“The massage that he was
being given inside the cell is not
permissible under jail rules. As
far as physiotherapy is con-
cerned, in every jail, there’s a
physiotherapy centre where
massage can be given by a
physiotherapist or a trained
expert,” he said.

In the meanwhile, jailed
conman Sukesh
Chandrasekhar released anoth-

er letter claiming Jain called
him at 2 o’clock in February
2017 seeking his help to con-
vert $20 million in Indian
rupees and bitcoin. He claimed
Jain told him the money had to
be collected from his business
associates who run a famous
distillery in Bengaluru. 

Jain mentioned that the
amount was being given to
AAP and insisted it be con-
verted and sent to Delhi by 11
am, Chandrasekhar alleged.

Several video clips showing
Jain getting body massage in
Delhi’s Tihar jail have gone
viral. In the videos, the AAP
leader can be seen lying on a
bed and getting a foot and hand
massage from a man in Tihar
Jail. A bunch of bottled water
is also visible in one of the
videos. In one video, the man
can be seen giving a bundle of
documents to Jain. 

The AAP leader can be
seen in the video reading some
documents and a man in a
white T-shirt massaging his
legs. The Delhi Prisons depart-
ment comes under the AAP-led
city Government. The video
also shows three other people
in his cell besides the masseur
on another day. The videos sur-
faced days after Enforcement
Directorate told the court that
Jain is getting VIP treatment in
jail.

Continued on Page 2
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Throwing light on the tradi-
tion of remembering 12

Jyotirlingas after waking up in
the morning, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, on Saturday,
said we start our day by
remembering the spiritual
unity of the country but there
had been lack of efforts to
strengthen this tradition and
heritage of thousands of years.

“The Kashi-Tamil
Sangamam will become a plat-
form for this resolution today
while making us realise our
duties and becoming a source of
energy to strengthen national
unity. India is a nation which has
lived a natural cultural unity for
thousands of years,” he said.
While kicking off the month-
long Kashi-Tamil Sangamam
in Amphitheatre Ground of
Banaras Hindu University here,
Modi said every confluence of
culture and traditions is cele-
brated and revered in India and
added that in reality, it is a cel-
ebration of India’s might and
characteristics, thus making the
Kashi-Tamil Sangam unique.

Speaking about the con-
nection between Kashi and
Tamil Nadu, the Prime
Minister said on one hand,
Kashi was the cultural capital
of India whereas Tamil Nadu

and Tamil culture was the cen-
tre of India’s antiquity and
pride. He said the Kashi-Tamil
Sangamam was equally holy as
it engulfed endless opportuni-
ties and strength in itself.

Clad in traditional white
kurta and dhoti of Tamil Nadu,
the Prime Minister said that
Kashi and Tamil Nadu were
timeless centres of Indian culture
and civilisation and both
Sanskrit and Tamil were one of
the most ancient languages that
existed.

Continued on Page 2
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Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Saturday exhort-

ed countries to adopt a strate-
gy of “Trace, Target and
Terminate” for economic
crimes, and identify and act
against institutions radicalising
the youth.

He announced that India is
pushing for a permanent sec-
retariat here for “No Money for
Terror”, a multilateral counter-
terrorism financing agency.

While delivering his con-
cluding remarks at the closing
session of 3rd No Money For
Terror (NMFT) Conference
(Counter-Terrorism Financing)
here, the Home Minister said
during these two days of the
conference, the delegates dis-
cussed emerging trends in ter-
ror financing, misuse of new
emerging financial technolo-
gies, and international coop-
eration in the field of terror
financing to effectively achieve
the objective of No Money for
Terror.

During the deliberations,
India has sensed the need for
permanency of this unique
initiative of NMFT, in order to
sustain the continued global
focus on countering the financ-
ing of terrorism and now the
time is ripe for a permanent
Secretariat to be established.

“In order to take this
thought forward, the Chair
Statement includes the offers to

establish a Permanent
Secretariat in the country and
shortly, India will circulate a
discussion paper to all
Participating Jurisdictions for
their valuable comments,” he
said.

“Cyberspace today has
become a major battleground
in the fight against terrorism.
There have also been multiple
changes in Weapons
Technology too and these 21st
century lethal technologies and
drone technologies are also
accessible to terrorists now,” he
said.

The growing links of ter-
rorism with organised crimes
such as narcotics, crypto-cur-
rency, and hawala, have
increased the possibility of ter-
ror financing manifold, he said.

Continued on Page 2
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With the US Government
facing criticism for giving

immunity from prosecution
to Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed Bin Salman, it
has said even Prime Minister
Narendra Modi was accorded
the same protection. The Joe
Biden Administration has
drawn ire for giving immuni-
ty to the Saudi Prince over the
alleged killing of journalist
Jamal Khashoggi in which he is
an accused.

Asked about this protec-
tion, US State Department
Principal Deputy Spokesperson
Vedant Patel said Modi was
among those who had received
similar protection.

“This is not the first time
that the United States has done
this. It is a longstanding and
consistent line of effort. It has
been applied to a number of
heads of state previously,” Patel
said. 

“Some examples: President
Aristide in Haiti in 1993,
President Mugabe in
Zimbabwe in 2001, Prime
Minister Modi in India in
2014, and President Kabila in
the DRC in 2018. 

Continued on Page 2
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Manika
Batra

became the
first Indian
paddler to
win a medal in the ITTF-ATTU
Asian Cup after shocking world
number six Hina Hayata of
Japan in the bronze play-off here
on Saturday.

The world number 44
defeated Hayata 4-2 (11-6, 6-11,
11-7, 12-10, 4-11, 11-2) to
achieve the incredible feat. 

Besides the historic bronze,
Manika will also carry home
USD 10,000 for her efforts.
“This win is a huge one for me,
defeating the top players. I
enjoyed playing and fighting well
against them to achieve a fan-
tastic result. I will continue
putting the extra yard in all my
future tournaments. I expect all
of you to extend your full sup-
port,” said an emotional Manika. 

Earlier in the day, Manika
lost 2-4 (8-11, 11-7, 7-11, 6-11,
11-8, 7-11) to the second-seed-
ed Mima Ito in the semifinals.
Despite Ito beginning shakily,
the Japanese ended strongly
and subdued the Indian player
with a percentage play befitting
her reputation and rankings.
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Gianni Infantino said he
feels gay. That he feels like

a woman. That he feels like a
migrant worker. He lectured
Europeans for criticising
Qatar’s human rights record
and defended the host coun-
try’s last-minute decision to
ban beer from World Cup sta-
diums.

The FIFA president deliv-
ered a one-hour tirade on the
eve of the World Cup’s opening
match, and then spent about 45
minutes answering questions
from media about the Qatari
government’s actions and a
wide range of other topics.

“Today I feel Qatari,”
Infantino said Saturday at the
start of his first news confer-
ence of the World Cup. 

“Today I feel Arab. Today
I feel African. Today I feel gay.
Today I feel disabled. Today I
feel a migrant worker.”

Infantino later shot back at
one reporter who noticed he
left women out of his unusual
declaration.

“I feel like a woman,” the
FIFA president responded.

Continued on Page 2
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The Delhi Police on Saturday
got hold of a CCTV footage

of Aftab Poonawala of October
18 (last month) when he is seen
carrying a bag which cops
believe has victim Shraddha
Walkar’s body parts. The police
is said to have also recovered
three more bones in the
Mehrauli forest that could
reportedly belong to the victim. 

Meanwhile, the police team
that is in Palghar for further
investigation of the case has
recorded the statements of
Rahul Roy and Godwin —
two of Shraddha’s friends. The
team is also trying to trace
Aftab’s family but their where-
abouts are yet to be found. 

The CCTV footage shows
Aftab carrying a bag and mov-
ing out of a lane near his
house in Chattarpur, Mehrauli. 

Although it’s difficult to see
his face, police, however, have
claimed that the man in the
footage is Aftab. This is the first
visual CCTV footage that has
come to light. The Delhi Police
sources said they will interro-
gate Aftab in connection with
the CCTV footage and if he
was carrying the dismembered
body parts of Shraddha.

A Delhi Police team is in
Manikpur in Palghar district’s
Vasai, which is the native area
of the victim and where the
couple had stayed before shift-
ing to the national Capital. As
per the police official, Walkar
had sought their assistance in
2020 after she was beaten up by
Aftab near Vasai, and the duo
had helped her at the time.

Giving details of these two
witnesses, the official said one
of them is a rickshaw driver
and the other is currently
unemployed. The four-mem-
ber Delhi Police team, which
landed in Mumbai on Friday,
had earlier recorded the state-
ment of Shraddha’s friend
Laxman Nadar, the official
said.

Continued on Page 2
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Veteran actor Tabassum,
known for her work as a

child artiste in several Hindi
classics and also as host of pop-
ular Doordarshan talk show
“Phool Khile Hain Gulshan
Gulshan”,
has died
after suf-
fering a
c a r d i a c
arrest, her
s o n
Ho s h a n g
Govil said on Saturday. She was
78. Govil said his mother had
been admitted to a hospital
here for the past few days. On
Friday, she suffered two cardiac
attacks and passed away at
night.
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Q atar’s decision to launch itself into
hosting the 2022 World Cup was a
head-scratcher from the start. Why,
some wondered, would a Middle
Eastern emirate with fewer than 
3 million people and little soccer

tradition want to host the sport’s biggest event?

Skeptics say the country wanted to use the

prestige of the World Cup, which starts Sunday,

to remake its image as a natural-gas producer

with a shaky human-rights record.
They viewed the move, which will cost the

country some $220 billion, as a classic case of

“sportswashing” — using sports as a forum to

cast a country or company as different than

many perceive.It is hardly a new concept, and Middle

Eastern money has long been a major player.

Qatar has extensive international connections

through its diplomacy and other efforts. Where

many see Qatar and other rich nations spending

money to join the global elite, others see
nefarious attempts to hide undesired
reputations.“The Qatar World Cup kickstarted

discussion about sportswashing and human

rights in football and it has been very steep

learning curve for us all,” Norway soccer
federation president Lise Klaveness said at a

recent Council of Europe event.
Germany’s interior minister also expressed

concern about bringing the event to Qatar,

saying “no World Cup takes place in a vacuum.”

“There are criteria that have to be kept to,

and then it would be better not to award to such

states,” minister Nancy Faeser said last month in

a move that sparked diplomatic tensions.
Qatar’s leader, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al

Thani, has fought back, saying the country “has

been subjected to an unprecedented campaign

that no host country has ever faced.”
The World Cup is just one way Qatar is

using its massive wealth to project influence. By

buying sports teams, hosting high-profile

events, and investing billions in European

capitals — such as buying London’s The Shard

skyscraper — Qatar has been integrating itself

into international finance and a network of

support.
Paris-Saint Germain (PSG) of Ligue 1 is

owned by the emir of Qatar. His 2011 purchase

came a year after Qatar won the right to host

the World Cup. For many, it felt like it was

scripted to show that the country has soccer

bona fides. Some of PSG’s players are among

the world’s most famous — Neymar, Kylian

Mbappé and Lionel Messi — and all will be in

the World Cup.

Christian Pulisic is the first American to

play in and win a Champions League final and

he was already a three-time U.S. Soccer
Federation player of the year. He is on Premier

League team Chelsea, which was owned by a

Russian oligarch, Roman Abramovich.
Abramovich was widely hailed as that team’s

savior during his 19 years of club control but put

the team up for sale this year due to sanctions

related to his country’s invasion of Ukraine.
The new LIV Golf league is bankrolled by

Saudi Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund, which also

owns another Premier League team, Newcastle,

while defending English champion Manchester

City was bought by the Abu Dhabi royal family

in 2008.
Some of those teams’ best players, including

Kevin de Bruyne, Kieran Trippier and Bruno

Guimarães, will play for Belgium and England

and Brazil in the World Cup.None of these players, or owners, received

the same sort of public condemnation as those

in golf who left the PGA Tour to play for LIV.

Just as was the case when the soccer teams were

purchased, there has never been any mystery

about who funded LIV, which has brazenly

branded itself as a disruptive force in golf that

will change the sport for the better.
According to the CIA, journalist Jamal

Khashoggi was killed on the orders of Saudi

Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman in 2018.

The Saudi Public Investment Fund’s involvement

became more of a lightning rod when Phil

Mickelson said out loud what many already felt.

“They are scary (expletives),” the six-time

major champion said in a much-cited interview

with golf writer Alan Shipnuck of the FirePit

Collective.Families of 9/11 victims became vocal critics

of LIV golf, pointing out Saudi Arabia’s shaky

human-rights record and the country’s
connection to the attacks.“Despite (his) being truthful, it’s not good

for Mickelson’s image,” said Jamal Blades, a

soccer-loving London tech firm manager who

occasionally blogs about sports and recently

completed his master’s degree in sports business

and innovation. “But sportswashing takes place

all over the world in some form, where there are

people, or governments, or businesses attaching

themselves to big and small events everywhere.”

One high-profile advertiser, the U.S.
Department of Defense, was looking for some

positive publicity and a tie-in with the NFL, but

the deal inadvertently triggered a publ
relations problem whKaep

“When (a company) wants to be the official

sponsor of a team or a league, what they are

trying to do is create an affinity to improve the

reputation of (the company) and get sports fans

to think of (that company) in some way other

than as a commodified producer of” what that

company sells, said Stephen Ross, the executive

director of the Penn State Center for the Study

of Sports in Society.Russian leader Vladimir Putin and his

Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, used the
occasion of the Winter Olympics in Beijing to

hold a summit and show solidarity this year.

Later in those games, IOC president Thomas

Bach showed up with Chinese tennis player

Peng Shuai to watch Eileen Gu, an American-

born freestyle skier who was competing for

China, win her first gold medal. Peng’s public

appearance came after her safety had been in

question for months following her appearing on

social media to accuse a former top-ranking

Chinese official of sexual assault.
Heads turned when the Asian Winter

Games announced it would hold the 2029

version of its event in Saudi Arabia, a desert

country that is spending some $500 billion to

build a winter resort it claims will be
environmentally sustainable. The Saudis have

also held golf, tennis and Formula One events in

their country despite having little tradition in

those sports.“The Saudi case is almost like the
quintessential case of success for sportswashing,”

Ross said of the country that led the world by

exporting $95.7 billion in crude petroleum in

2020.
Qatar, which also shares the world’s largest

underwater natural-gas field with Iran, wanted

to get into the act, too.It hosted world gymnastics and track titles,

both of which were preludes to the World Cup,

which is costing the country an estimated $220

billion. The country might be banking on the

reality that, regardless of the issues that dog a

host in the lead-up, most worldwid
events are ultimat lev
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����G erman soccer federation president
Bernd Neuendorf has criticized

FIFA for its attempts to restrict
national teams’ political activities
when it comes to human rights.

Speaking at Germany’s first news
conference in Qatar ahead of the
World Cup, Neuendorf said on Friday
he was particularly annoyed by FIFA
president Gianni Infantino’s letter two
weeks ago urging teams to “focus on
the football” and leave political issues
aside.

“That the topic of human rights
should now no longer play a role, that
we are now concentrating here on
football only, that irritated us to a
certain extent and disturbed us,”
Neuendorf said.He added the federation had to

send a signal to show it will not be
silenced.

Neuendorf also referred to FIFA’s
decision to ban the Denmark team
from bearing the slogan “Human
Rights For All” on training jerseys.

“That was declared as a political
statement and therefore prohibited,”
Neuendorf said. “We’re not talking
about a political decision that can be
made one way or the other with a
slogan like ‘Human Rights For All.’ It’s
about human rights. And human
rights are universal and binding all
over the world.”Neuendorf said Germany was

cooperating with other European
federations who want their captai
wear an armband withheart d
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Gautam Navlakha, an accused
in Elgar Parishad-Maoists

links case, was released from
prison on Saturday evening and
taken to a building in Navi
Mumbai where he will be living
under house arrest for a month.

His release from Taloja
prison in Navi Mumbai after
more than two years came nine
days after the Supreme Court
earlier this month granted his
plea seeking house arrest on
medical grounds. 

Navlakha, 70, walked out
prison around 6 pm. A police
team took him to a building in
Belapur-Agroli area of Navi
Mumbai where he would be
staying. Earlier in the day, judge
Rajesh Katariya of the special
court for National Investigation
Agency (NIA) cases here issued
his ̀ release memo'. The ground-
plus-two Comrade B T Randive
Building belongs to the
Communist Party of India
(Marxist) and houses a public

library on the ground floor. The
70-year-old activist who claims
to be suffering from multiple
ailments was in jail since April
2020 after his arrest in the 2017-
18 case.

On November 10, the
Supreme Court, in response to
his application, directed that he
be put under house arrest for a
month with certain conditions.
The order should be
implemented within 48 hours,
the court said. But the NIA,
which is probing the Elgar case,
moved the apex court again
contending that Navlakha, being
a charge-sheeted accused in a
case involving threat to the
national security and integrity,
did not deserve any relaxation.
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APakistani infiltrator was
killed  along the Line of

Control in the Nowshera
sector of Rajouri district late
Friday night. According to a
Jammu based Defence
Spokesman, "an infiltration
bid was foi led in the
Nowshera sector on the
intervening night of 17/18 at
around 11.00 pm".  The
infiltrator was killed while he
was negotiating a minefield in
the forward area.The Defence
spokesman said, the dead
body of the infiltrator was
recovered along with warlike
stores on Saturday.  

Meanwhile, the mortal
remains of the three Indian
soldiers, killed in the snow
slide in North Kashmir's
Kupwara district were being
dispatched to their native
places after completing the

necessary legal formalities.
The three soldiers who were
part of a patrol party near the
LoC in Machhal Sector,
Kupwara, were hit by a
massive snow slide while they
were shifting another soldier
diagnosed with hyperthermia.

The soldiers  who
sacrificed their  lives in the
line of  duty have been
identified as  Gunner Souvik
Hazra, Lance Naik Mukesh
Kumar and Naik Gaikwad
Manoj Laxman Rao.

According to a Srinagar
based Defence Spokesman,
Naik Gaikwad Manoj Laxman
Rao was forty one years old
and had joined the Army in
2002. He belonged to Village
Chunchkkede, Post Dhule,
Tehsil, Dhule District in
Maharashtra. The braveheart
is survived by his wife. Lance
Naik Mukesh Kumar was
twenty two years old and had
joined the Army in 2018. 
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Sleuths of Jammu and
Kashmir police on Saturday

conducted surprise raids across
one dozen locations in order to
track down the footprints of
perpetrators behind issuing
terror threat to some of the
Kashmir based journalists. 

The police teams seized
mobile phones, laptops,
memory cards, pen-drives &
other digital devices,
documents, bank papers, rubber
stamps, passports, other suspect
papers, cash, Saudi currency etc.
during the raids. 

A case vide FIR No.
82/2022 under relevant sections
of law has already been
registered in Police station
Sherghari against terror
handlers, active terrorists &
terrorist associates of proscribed
terror outfit Lashkar-e-Tayyeba

(LeT) & its offshoot The
Resistance Front (TRF) for
online publication &
dissemination of direct threat
letters to Journalists & reporters
based in Kashmir.

The raids were conducted
by a 4/5 member team of JKP
cops and the same was
supervised by SP South City,
Srinagar Lakshya Sharma.

According to a statement
issued by the Jammu and
Kashmir police, "houses of
fugitives Sajjad Gul, Mukhtar
Baba, active terrorists of
proscribed terror outfit LeT
(TRF) and other suspects in
Srinagar, Anantnag and Kulgam
districts were also raided.

The premises which were

raided and searched belong to
Mohd Rafi at Nigeen, Khalid
Gul at Anantnag, Rashid
Maqbool at Lal Bazar, Momin
Gulzar at Eidgah, Basit Dar at
Kulgam, Sajjad Kralyari at
Rainawari, Gowhar Geelani at
Soura, Qazi Shibli at Anantnag,
Sajjad Sheikh @Sajjad Gul at
HMT Srinagar, Mukhtar Baba
at Nowgam, Waseem Khalid at
Rawalpora and Adil Pandit at
Khanyar Srinagar.

During the search, all the
legal formalities were followed
professionally and consequent
to the searches some suspects
have been brought for
examination and questioning,
the police spokesman said. 

As the investigation in the
instant case is in full swing the
police have requested the
general public to bring any
information that is relevant to
this case in the notice of
Srinagar Police.
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India will host a meeting of
science ministers from G-20

member nations at
Coimbatore in July next year
during its presidency of the
grouping of the world's 20
major developed and
emerging economies.

Besides the Science-20
Summit with the theme
'Disruptive Science for
Innovative and Sustainable
Growth',  the science
administrators will also host
the "Research Innovation
Initiated Gathering (RIIG) on
the theme Research and
Innovation for Equitable
Society.

Science and Technology
Minister Jitendra Singh on
Saturday chaired a meeting of
six science ministries and
departments to review the
preparations for the S-20
summit.

A number of side events
related to the Science-20 and
RIIG meetings have been
planned across the country to
showcase India's rich cultural
heritage and diversity, an
official statement said.

The Science-20 Secretariat
will be chaired by Vijay P
Bhatkar, the architect of the
PARAM series of
supercomputers with Principal
Scientific Adviser to the
Government of India Prof
Ajay K Sood and noted
structural chemist Gautam
Desiraju as eminent members
of the Secretariat.

From Page 1
The Delhi Police has also

recovered a sharp object from
Aftab's flat which it suspects
may have been used to chop
Shraddha's body.

As for the latest recovery in
Mehrauli forest, sources said
the police have found a big
bone that appeared to be like a
femur bone (also called the
thigh bone, which is the longest
bone of the body) during
searches. They found bones like
radius-ulna (bone between the
wrist and elbow), patella (knee
cap) and a femur.

Sources said the recovered
bones have cut marks. They

said they were cut with a big
sharp weapon. However, police
officers are unsure if the bones
were Shraddha’s. Police said the
picture will be clear only after
the Forensic Science
Laboratory investigation

The police have also taken
possession of all the clothes
from accused Aftab’s house in
South Delhi and they will be
sent for forensic examination.
Sources further added that
police have not recovered the
clothes the two were wearing
on May 18, the day the crime
was executed. "The police has
taken possession of all the
clothes present in Aftab’s house.

These include Shraddha’s
clothes too. They will be sent
for forensic examination,”
sources said. On Saturday, the
Delhi Police searched for the
murder weapon at a forest in
Gurugram using a metal
detector, but returned empty-
handed after one-and-a-half-
hours.

Meanwhile, the narco
analysis test of the accused is
most likely expected at Dr
Baba Saheb Ambedkar
Hospital  in Rohini on Monday.
A team of Delhi Police has also
contacted Shraddha’s friends in
Mumbai and recorded the
statements.

From Page 1
Responding to the leaked

videos, BJP IT chief Amit
Malviya tweeted, “Despite
being in jail for last five
months, Jain continues to be a
Minister in Arvind Kejriwal’s
Cabinet. He has been provided
a masseur, TV, bed, bottled
water and all facilities, in gross
violation of jail rules. Why
would Kejriwal not sack him?
What is he scared of?”

BJP national spokesperson
Gaurav Bhatia, questioned
Kejriwal’s silence over the issue
of VVIP culture. “The AAP has
become Spa-Massage Party,”
he said while addressing a
Press conference on Saturday
citing the videos that went
viral on social media and
challenged Kejriwal to explain
Jain's conduct in the jail.
“Where is Kejriwal hidden
now? Jain can be seen enjoying
massage and meeting visitors in
his cell in total violation of rules
and prison laws. This VVIP
culture in jail is dangerous for
democracy,” Bhatia said.

“It seems that the man
who comes to massage Jain is
sent by Kejriwal. In a video, the
man can be seen giving a
bundle of documents to Jain
which he then checks. The
documents were given on the

directions of Kejriwal,” Bhatia
said. The police complaint was
filed by BJP leaders Pravesh
Sahib Singh Verma, Manjinder
Singh Sirsa and Tajinder Singh
Bagga against the Chief
Minister Kejriwal, Jain and
Tihar officials for “blatantly
misusing authority” in this
regard.

Congress national
spokesperson Alka Lamba also
lashed out at the AAP and
questioned why Kejriwal had
not yet removed Jain from his
post. Referring to the video,
Lamba said it looked less like
a jail barrack and more like a
hotel room. “Kejriwal should
answer what is his compulsion
that he has not yet sacked his
reference Minister Jain from
the post? If you look at the viral
video, it looks less like a jail
barrack and more like a hotel
room,” Lamba said. Lamba
further alleged that with the
kind of facilities being provided
to Jain in jail, “it is confirmed
that the allegations levelled
against him by a thug (like)
Sukesh Chandrashekhar seem
to be true”.

According to Tihar jail
sources, the video is old. The
jail authorities have already
taken action against concerned
officers and jail staff.

From Page 1
“This is a consistent

practice that we have afforded
to heads of state, heads of
government, and foreign
ministers," he said.  India is
yet to give any comment on
these remarks.

As Chief Minister of
Gujarat, Modi was placed on
visa ban by the US in 2005
over allegations in the wake of
riots in the state in 2002.

Until his election as Prime
Minister in 2014, the US
maintained that there is "no
change in its policy", even
after the United Kingdom
and the European Union
ended their boycott.

This is  a  consistent
practice that we have afforded
to heads of state, heads of
government, and foreign
ministers, Patel said.

The Biden administration
on Thursday said the Saudi
Prince has immunity from a
lawsuit over the murder of
Jamal Khashoggi, drawing
immediate condemnation
from the slain journalist’s
former fiancee.

From Page 1
Qatar has faced a litany of

criticism since 2010, when it was
chosen by FIFA to host the
biggest soccer tournament in the
world.  Migrant labourers who
built Qatar's World Cup
stadiums often worked long
hours under harsh conditions
and were subjected to
discrimination, wage theft and
other abuses as their employers
evaded accountability, London-
based rights group Equidem
said in a 75-page report released
this month. Infantino defended
the country's immigration
policy, and praised the
government for bringing in
migrants to work.

“We in Europe, we close our
borders and we don't allow
practically any worker from
those countries, who earn
obviously very low income, to
work legally in our countries,”
Infantino said.  “If Europe would
really care about the destiny of
these people, these young
people, then Europe could also
do as Qatar did.

From Page 1
The primary goal of this conference is to

identify various channels and ideate a practical
and workable roadmap against terror financing
and identifying its various channels, he said.

According to an estimate by the IMF and
the World Bank, criminals around the world
launder around 2 to 4 trillion dollars every year.
And a major part of it goes to fuel terrorism.
Considering the quantum and challenges, the
agencies and authorities working in the areas
of counter-terror and terror financing, have to
adopt a long-term strategy, he said.

Shah drew the attention of the delegates
towards six priority issues for the NMFT as the
terrorists understand information technology
and cyberspace very well and they also
understand the sensitivity of the public and
tend to exploit them. The priorities outlined

by Shah include preventing diversion from legal
financial instruments by fighting anonymity in
financial networks, restricting the use of
proceeds of other crimes for terrorist activities,
preventing the use of new financial
technologies, virtual assets like crypto-
currencies and wallets for terror activities and
eliminating the use of Illegal Channels, Cash
Couriers, Hawala by Terror Networks.

Other priorities highlighted by Shah
include prevention of the use of Non-Profit
Organisations, NPOs Sector to Spread Terror
Ideology and continuous capacity building of
counter-terror and financial intelligence
agencies of all countries.

Underlining that the conference will also
help in moulding this discussion into strategic
thinking in the days to come, he also presented
a roadmap for the NMFT.

From Page 1
In Kashi, we have Baba

Vishwanath, while in Tamil
Nadu we have the blessings of
Lord Rameshwaram and both
Kashi and Tamil Nadu are
immersed in Shiva," he said,
adding that be it music, literature
or art, Kashi and Tamil Nadu
had always been a source of art.

"Kashi and Tamil Nadu are
marked as the birthplaces and
workplaces of India's finest
acharyas and one can experience
similar energies in these both
places," he said, adding that
even today, the relevance of
Kashi Yatra comes up during the
traditional Tamil marriage
procession.

Modi underlined that
unending love for Kashi from
Tamil Nadu signifies the feeling
of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat
which was the way of life of our
ancestors.

The Prime Minister
remembered Tamil Nadu's
scholars Dr Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan, Rajeshwar
Shastri, Pattaviram Shastri who

lived in Kashi and said that there
was also Kashi Kaam Koteshwar
Panchayatan Mandir which was
a Tamilian temple on the banks
of Harishchandra Ghat besides
the 200-year-old Kumarswamy
Matt and Markandeya Ashram
on Kedar Ghat.

"Many people from Tamil
Nadu have been living near the
banks of Kedar Ghat and
Hanuman Ghat, and have made
immense contributions towards
Kashi for several generations,"
Modi said while linking the
cultural and spiritual relation
between Kashi and Tamil Nadu.

He added that the great poet
and revolutionary Subramania
Bharathi hailed from Tamil
Nadu but lived in Kashi for
many years and the BHU has
established a chair dedicated to
Subramania Bharathi.

He said that the Kashi-
Tamil Sangam was taking place
during the Azadi Ka Amrit
Kaal and hoped that in this
Amrit Kaal, all resolutions
would be fulfilled by the unity
of the whole country.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Saturday filed a chargesheet
against several office bearers of
Popular Front of India (PFI)
before a special court here.

The chargesheeted accused
are President Perwez Ahmad,
General Secretary Mohammad
Ilias, and Officer Secretary
Abdul Muqeet of PFI Delhi.

According to the ED
chargesheet, the accused
persons have revealed that they
have played an active role in
bogus cash donations on behalf
of PFI and in claiming and
projecting PFI's unaccounted
cash raised through unknown
and suspicious sources as
untainted and legitimate.

The ED filed the
chargesheet before a special
court here.

"Fresh complaint under
section 44 r/w section 45 of
Prevention of Money
Laundering (PML) Act for the
commission of an offence
under section 3 r/w section 70
of PML Act has been filed. It be
checked and registered. Put up
for consideration before the

concerned court on November
21, 2022," the court noted.

The ED also alleged that
the PMLA investigation has
revealed that as a part of a
criminal conspiracy hatched by
PFI office bearers over the
past many years, suspicious
funds from within the country
and abroad have been raised by
PFI and related entities and
have been clandestinely
remitted to India in a concealed
manner and deposited in their
bank accounts over the years.

"These funds have been
raised as a part of the scheduled
offence of criminal conspiracy.
The funds so raised or collected
by PFI are thus nothing but
proceeds of crime which they
have layered, placed and
integrated through their
numerous bank accounts as
well as those of their members
or sympathizers. Thus PFI and
its related entities have been
involved in the continuous

offence of money laundering
over the years," ED alleged.

The agency had alleged
that Perwez Ahmad was part of
a criminal conspiracy since
2018. "He admitted to having
looked after the collection of
funds in Delhi. Investigation
revealed that such fund
collection exercise was a sham
and was falsely projected to be
received from PFI sympathizers
whereas statements of
individuals, projected as
contributors, revealed that
these transactions were bogus.
Hence, cash from suspicious
sources was nothing but
proceeds of crime generated
out of criminal conspiracy," it
said in its chargesheet.

"The non-cooperative and
evasive attitude of Perwez
Ahmad along with his
deliberate attempts to avoid
joining the investigation in
light of the fresh evidence viz.
the statement of so-called
donors and the evidence seized
from various locations during
searches, in this case, create
further suspicion about his
activities and involvement in
money laundering activities,"
ED further alleged.
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Chief Justice of India D Y
Chandrachud on Saturday

stressed the need to learn to trust
the district judiciary, saying it
would truly answer the needs of
common citizens who seek
access to justice.

Justice Chandrachud, the
50th CJI, said the district
judiciary is as important in the
affairs of the nation's judicial
system as is the Supreme Court
and high courts. 

Speaking at a function
organised by the Bar Council of
India (BCI) to felicitate him on
being appointed as the CJI,
Justice Chandrachud talked
about the use of technology in
judiciary, district judiciary,
judicial infrastructure, legal
education and women in the
judicial system. 

The CJI said an

independent bar is inextricably
linked with the independence of
judiciary and the reason for that
is as judges "we have no personal
defence or a platform to defend
ourselves".

Justice Chandrachud said
district judiciary is the first
point of interface between the

judiciary and common citizen. 
"So the process of

dispensing justice is so
intrinsically human that we
have to learn to trust our district
judiciary because it is when we
learn to trust our district
judiciary that we will truly
answer the needs of our
common citizens who seek
access to justice," he said, adding,
"The way we look at district
judiciary affects deeply our own
personal liberty as citizens."
The CJI said the higher judiciary
is getting "flooded" with bail
matters because of the reluctance
at the grassroots level to grant
bail. "And why judges at the
grassroots are reluctant to grant
bail, not because they don't
have the ability, not because the
judges at the grassroots don't
understand the crime,” he said,
adding there is a "sense of fear"
among the judges at the

grossroots that if he grants bail
"will somebody target me
tomorrow on the ground that I
granted bail in this heinous
case". "This sense of fear nobody
talks about but which we must
confront because unless we do
that we are going to render our
district courts toothless and our
higher courts dysfunctional,"
he said.

Why should one distrust
any person who grants relief to
a citizen, he asked. 

He said much has to be
done for improving the service
conditions of the district
judiciary. "But above all, we
have to bring to our district
judiciary a sense of dignity, a
sense of self-worth, a sense of
confidence in their own
respectability, which is why I
always say our district judiciary
is not a subordinate judiciary,"
he said.
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Jailed AAP Minister
Satyendar Jain on Saturday

moved a court seeking con-
tempt proceedings against the
Enforcement Directorate for
allegedly leaking CCTV
footage to the media in which
he is seen receiving massage
inside Tihar Jail.  

Special Judge Vikas Dhull
issued a notice to the ED on
Jain's plea, asking the agency to
file its response by Monday.

Jain's legal team alleged
that ED has leaked the CCTV
video despite the undertaking
given in the court.  In his plea,
the AAP leader has accused the
ED of leaking the CCTV
footage "despite an undertak-
ing given in the court" that no
material related to the case will
be divulged to the media.

"Special court issues con-
tempt of court notice to ED on
Satyendar Jain's application for
leaking Tihar CCTV footage to
BJP & others. The court will

hear on Monday how did BJP
get the confidential footage
and why it was circulated ?"
Satyendar Jain's lawyer Mohd
Irshad tweeted.

A CCTV video of Delhi
minister Satyendar Jain getting
a full body massage in Tihar Jail
emerged on social media on
Saturday morning - two days
after demands to shift the min-
ister from the prison were
raised by the BJP .  

The purported CCTV
footage dated September 13
shows the minister lying on his
bed and reading some papers
while a man sitting next to him
is seen massaging his foot.
The leaked videos have creat-

ed a political storm in the
national capital, as the opposi-
tion BJP lashed out at the
AAP, questioning the chief
minister Arvind Kejriwal’s
silent on the issue. 

In another video, shared by
BJP national spokesperson
Shehzad Poonawalla on his
official Twitter handle, a man
is massaging the Delhi minis-
ter's legs and back before pro-
ceeding to give him a full head
massage.

Earlier during a bail hear-
ing, the ED had accused Jain of
getting special treatment inside
the jail. The court had earlier
ordered the ED as well as Jain's
legal team to not leak any con-
tent of affidavits or video relat-
ed to the case to the media, and
had taken their undertakings in
that regard.

The court had, however,
refused to put any restriction
on, or pass any direction to the
media.The court had on
November 17 denied bail to
Jain and two others in the case.
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BJP MP Parvesh Sahib Singh
Verma, along with his party

colleagues, Manjinder Singh
Sirsa and Tajinder Pal Bagga
lodged a police complaint
against jailed AAP leader
Satyendar Jain and Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal,
accusing them of carrying out
"illegal" activities in the jail.

“After watching the video
of Jain taking a massage at Jail,
it's clear that Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal and his

Ministers consider themselves
above the law. This is the only
reason that they keep asking to
put them in jail because they
know that they will be getting
the same VVIP treatment
behind the bars as well,” said
Verma, while addressing the
media. 

Lashing out at Deputy CM

Manish Sisodia over his
remarks that Jain has been
arrested under false charges,
Singh said that the court has
denied the bail of Jain two days
ago and Deputy CM should
apologize for raising questions
on the decision of the court.  

“He also accused the inves-
tigating agencies of catching

Jain under baseless allegations,
but what Sisodia forgot is that
the video of the Jail in which
Jain is right now coming
directly under the Kejriwal
government,” said West Delhi
MP. “Sisodia also said that
Jain is getting physiotherapy
treatment instead of massage,
but after watching the video

one could easily differentiate
between the Massage and the
treatment. 

According to the dietician
of the house, especially meet-
ing the family members in the
jail, eating home-cooked food
inside the jail, and talking to
the people with video confer-
encing, is not the way that a
common man serves his Jail
time,” Verma added.

Bagga took a dig at Sisodia
for defending Jain, saying he
has fought with his physio-
therapist as to why he was not
given foot and head massage
for his spinal injury.  

A video purportedly from
Jain's cell was played in a press
conference by the BJP where
the party's national spokesper-
son Gaurav Bhatia termed the
AAP as a "Spa Massage" party.
Several other videos were also
shared on social media.
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New Delhi: Around 25 stu-
dents and staff members sus-
pected to be of Don Bosco
Technical Institute in South
East Delhi allegedly ganged up
against a pregnant street dog
and bludgeoned her to death
after torturing her, officials
said on Saturday.

After the video of the grue-
some killing which happened
in a park surfaced on social
media, New Friends’ Colony
Police registered an FIR in the
matter.

According to complaint,
two brothers of institute were
also allegedly present under
instructions from senior staff. 

The disturbing video
shows an all male gang of stu-
dents cornering scared dog
inside a tin shed on institute's
campus which is entered by a
student with a rod in his hand,
and the remaining students
egging him on from outside,
they said. SR
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The owner of a prominent
hotel in Kaushambi

Ghaziabad was found dead in
his flat in Commonwealth
Games Village in Delhi's
Akshardham on Saturday. The
deceased, identified as Amit
Jain who owns Radisson Blu
hotel located in Ghaziabad’s
Kaushambi, was found hanging
in his flat.  

As per early probe, the busi-
ness man is suspected to have
committed suicide. No suicide
note was recovered from body
or nearby. Jain is said to have
owed massive debts to banks.

Police received information
about the suicide via a PCR call
made to Mandawali police sta-
tion.   A senior police officer said
during enquiry, it was revealed
that Jain had come to his house
at CWG village in morning
after having breakfast at his
new house in Noida.  Jain was
planning to shift to Noida with
his family. 
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In the run-up to the MCD
polls, the BJP bigwigs, includ-

ing national president Jagat
Prakash Nadda, Union Cabinet
Ministers and Chief Ministers,
will on Sunday hold 14 road-
shows in as many districts of the
national Capital to campaign for
the party. 

All the 14 roadshows will be
held from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. BJP
is focusing on region wise cam-
paigning with dedicated leader
to get more and more votes in
favour. 

Nadda will campaign in
Badarpur at 5 pm along with the
South Delhi MP, Ramesh
Bidhuri, while Union Minister
Hardeep Singh puri will be
seen at Mangolpuri conducting
a roadshow for party. Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh and
West Delhi MP Parvesh Sahib
Singh will hit road together at
Uttam Nagar and Vikas Puri to
make their party win in MCD
elections for  fourth consecutive
time. Ministry Of Earth

Sciences, Dr Jitendra Singh will
be conducting the roadshow in
the Greater Kailash along with
the Union Minister of State for
External Affairs and Culture of
India, Meenakshi Leekhi at 4
pm, following which MoS will
also be campaigning for the
party at Karol Bagh at 5:30 pm.
Union Minister Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat will be seen in
Mehrauli at 5:30 pm on Sunday.
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Delhi Congress on Saturday
released its manifesto for

the Municipal Corporation of
Delhi (MCD) promising to
control pollution, doubling the
income of municipalities and
clearing all three landfill sites
if voted to power in the civic
body.

Bringing down the level of
air and water pollution is the
party's top-most priority, fol-
lowed by "restoring communal
harmony" in the union terri-
tory and doubling the income
of municipalities to meet their
responsibilities. "We will regu-
larise existing Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
employees, fill the vacant posts

and generate more employ-
ment. As per the National
Green Tribunal (NGT) direc-
tion, unprocessed wastes 'Kude
ka Qutub minar' at three land-
fill sites will be removed. We
will also focus on sustainable
solid waste management to
maximise recycling and min-
imise 'waste' for landfills," the
manifesto said.

The Delhi Congress has
also promised a drainage mas-
ter plan for the civic body in
sync with other public author-
ities to eliminate drain water.
"We will also improve the qual-
ity of civic amenities, especial-
ly for the bastis of scheduled
castes and minorities, JJ
Clusters and unauthorised
colonies. 
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In an indirect reference to
Pakistan, Union Home

Minister Amit Shah on Saturday
told the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) chief T Raja
Kumar that there is a need for
the international watchdog on
terror financing and money
laundering to continuously
monitor the tendencies of some
countries to sponsor terrorism.
Shah’s meeting with FATF chief
was one among the number of
bilateral meetings he had on the
sidelines of the two-day 'No
Money For Terror (NMFT)'
conference.

"In the bilateral meeting
with FATF President, Shri T Raja
Kumar, Home Minister
@AmitShah while appreciating
the role of FATF, emphasised
that there is need for FATF to
continuously monitor the ten-
dencies of some of the countries
to sponsor terrorism," Amit
Shah's office tweeted.

Kumar lauded the initiative
taken by India for hosting the
'No Money For Terror (NMFT)'
conference and expressed the
willingness of FATF to work
closely on Anti-Money
Laundering/Combating the
Financing of Terrorism
(AML/CFT) issues under India's
G-20 priorities.

At the conference, Kumar

also called for a push to tackle
terrorist financing and warned
that Islamist extremist and far-
right terrorist groups are using
covert methods to transfer
funds, including the use of cryp-
to assets, the FATF tweeted.
FATF had only recently removed
Pakistan from the list of coun-
tries under “increased moni-
toring” (Grey List). 

For his part, Nigerian
Minister of Interior Ogbeni
Rauf Aregbesola met Shah and
discussed several crucial issues,
including political, trade and
commerce, defence, capacity
building, development partner-

ship, consular issues etc.
"Nigerian Minister appreci-

ated India's support in all aspects
including regional and multi-
lateral fora and fondly recalled
Nigerian President Buhari's
defence training in India in
1973. Looking forward to close-
ly working with Nigeria on
issues of mutual concern," Shah's
office said in another tweet.

Shah also met Binalf
Andualem, Minister of Peace,
Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia and discussed bilater-
al, multilateral and regional
issues of mutual interest.

"The Minister thanked India

for its continued support
through trade and commerce,
capacity building and people-to-
people contact. Both nations
agreed to cooperate in fighting
the menace of terrorism and
extremism," Shah's office said in
yet another tweet.

The dignitaries are here to
attend the third 'No Money for
Terror' Ministerial Conference
on Counter-Terrorism
Financing hosted by the
Ministry of Home Affairs.

The conference is being
attended by 450 delegates from
over 75 nations and interna-
tional organisations.
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India along with other like-
minded partners will fight

terrorism and will never give
up on the quest to ensure jus-
tice, External Affairs Minister
S Jaishankar said here on
Saturday.  He also stressed the
need for an "undifferentiated
and undiluted" approach to
dealing with terrorism and
urged nations to rise above
political divides to address the
peril in apparent reference to
Pakistan and China.

Underlining the country’s
resolve to face the scourge of
terrorism, Jaishankar said the
scale and intensity of terrorist
threats have increased in recent
years due to the continued
tendency of some to use ter-
rorism as a tool of state-craft
and the willingness of others to
justify and obfuscate that.

Addressing the ‘No Money
for Terror’ conference, the min-
ister said "Terror is terror and
no political spin can ever jus-
tify it. The world needs to rise

above political divides to
address this peril. The battle
against terrorism must be
fought resolutely on all fronts,
in all situations and at all
places."

Cautioning about the chal-
lenge, Jaishankar said the ter-
ror threat has increased as ter-
rorists tend to access advance-
ments in technology more
readily than law enforcement
and security systems.

He cited the resurgence of
radical ideologies and their
more seamless spread, along
with motivational messages,
inter-penetration and inter-
dependence of globalization
that opens up new vulnerabil-
ities, including in financial
transactions, as the reasons
for the growing scope, scale
and intensity of terror threats
in recent years.

Jaishankar said greater
competition among states was
also exploited by terrorists
including the emergence of
ungoverned and under-gov-
erned spaces.

It was important that all

states collectively follow an
undifferentiated and undiluted
approach to terrorism, the
minister said. "The challenge,
however, is that while the bad
guys think global and lateral,
the good guys still think
national and vertical," he said.

Jaishankar said India,
under its Presidency of the
Security Council, will organise
a briefing on 'Threats to
International Peace and
Security caused by Terrorist
Acts: Global Approach to
Counter Terrorism -
Challenges and Way Forward'

on December 15' in New York.
The minister said it was

essential to encourage a "whole
of the government" approach at
home and a "whole of the
world" approach abroad.

He said this can be
achieved through sharing real-
time information, exchange of
evidence, and witness state-
ments, adopting effective pro-
cedures for bringing them to
justice through prosecution or
extradition, freezing of finan-
cial assets of terrorists and
preventing their movement
through their territories.
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Retired Punjab cadre IAS
officer of the 1985 batch,

Arun Goel, has been appoint-
ed as an Election
Commissioner ahead of the
crucial Assembly polls in
Gujarat. 

The third post in the elec-
tion watchdog had been vacant
for nearly six months. Goel will
join Chief Election
Commissioner Rajiv Kumar
and Election Commissioner
Anup Chandra Pandey in the
poll panel.

"The President is pleased to
appoint Shri Arun Goel, IAS
(Retd.) (PB: 1985) as the
Election Commissioner in the
Election Commission with
effect from the date he assumes
the office," Ministry of Law and
Justice said in a press commu-
nique. 

Once he joins his new
responsibility, Goel would be in
line to be the next chief election
commissioner after the incum-
bent demits office in February
2025.Goel will demit office in
December 2027 on attaining
the age of 65 years.
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Former Congress president
Sonia Gandhi on Saturday

said former Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi left an indelible
mark on the country and even
her critics recognise her com-
mitment to "all-inclusive patri-
otism, her staunch secular-
ism” and empathy for the poor.

Sonia was speaking at an
event to present the 2021 Indira
Gandhi prize for peace, disar-
mament and development. She
said those who have received
the award have exemplified
the values Indira Gandhi cher-
ished, the ideals she espoused,
and the causes she champi-
oned. 

The award was given to
'Pratham', a non-governmental
organisation working for pro-
viding quality education to all
children.

"Every once in a while
institutions and organisations
too are recognised for their
contributions in areas very
close to her (Indira Gandhi's)
heart. Today is one such occa-
sion," Sonia Gandhi said.

The prize was presented by
former vice president M Hamid
Ansari to the NGO for its pio-
neering work over more than
25 years towards seeking to
ensure every child has access to
quality education, for its inno-
vative use of digital technolo-

gy to deliver education, for its
programmes to provide skills to
young adults and for its regu-
lar evaluation of the quality of
education and timely response
in enabling children to learn
during the Covid-related
school closures.

"Indira Gandhi left an
indelible imprint on our coun-
try. She continues to be
applauded and admired for
her numerous achievements.
Even her critics recognise that
there was an unchanging core
to her personality, that defined
who she was and what she did
- that is, her fierce commitment
to an all-inclusive patriotism;
her staunch secularism; her
indomitable courage and for-
titude; her empathy for the
poor and instinctive rapport
with the people," she said. 

"Her unwavering support
to self-reliance in all fields,
especially in science and tech-
nology; her firm belief in the
value of education as an instru-
ment of social emancipation
and empowerment; and her
passionate conviction in envi-
ronmental conservation and
protection of biodiversity,even
as India strove for a faster
pace of economic growth," the
former Congress chief said.

Sonia Gandhi, who is the
chairperson of Indira Gandhi
Memorial Trust and
Chairperson, said Indira
Gandhi would have been

pleased that this prize for 2021
is recognising work done in the
field of education. 

"As she once said,
'Education is a means to place
at the service of common peo-
ple scientific and other knowl-
edge that is acquired, and not
just a means of earning a liveli-
hood'. Literacy, she stressed fre-
quently, is not enough; she
quoted Swami Vivekananda's

exhortation that what is impor-
tant is not what one knows, but
what one becomes, and I quote,
'We must have life-building,
man-making, character-mak-
ing education.” 

Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge and
Rajasthan chief minister Ashok
Gehlot were also present at the
function, besides a host of
other Congress leaders.
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The Winter Session of
Parliament will be held

between December 7 and 29
with the BJP-led government
and the Congress-led
Opposition all set to lock
horns again on a variety of
issues, including price rise
and unemployment.

The session will start a
day before the counting of
votes in the Gujarat and
Himachal Pradesh Assembly
elections and results will set
the tone for the 17 sittings
spread over 23 days that will
conclude just before the new
year. 

And the House begins on
the day when counting for the
Municipal polls for Delhi is

scheduled.
Besides this will be first

session when a massive pady-
atra led by Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi is being under-
taken and by that time it will
complete half way mark of the
3500 km Bharta Jodo Yatra . 

Price rise, unemployment
and the economic situation
are likely to be the key themes
for the Opposition. 
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Rebel candidates of the BJP
in about a dozen seats in

Gujarat that would go to polls
on December 1 and December
5 have made the ruling party
anxious as those  denied  party
tickets have not retracted
despite the intervention of the
central leaders.

While former Chief
Minister Vijay Rupani and
Finance Minister Nitin Patel
had in advance  announced
their decision of “not contest-
ing” the 2022 Assembly elec-
tions  and made space for fresh
faces, other  BJP state leaders
have not been so ‘magnani-
mous’ and refused to back out.

Even though the success
history of rebel candidates in
the elections in Gujarat is  quite
thin, the  ruling BJP is worried
about  their  vote-nibbling
potential in this  election where
the victory margin- in a trian-
gular contest-  could be much

lower than the 2017 Assembly
polls.

The BJP rebels have not
withdrawn their candidature
despite missives from the
Central leaders and Home
Minister Amit Shah himself
holding a  long meeting  at
Gandhinagar to work out ways
to pacify them.  

Rebels are contesting in 12
seats against the official BJP
nominees.

Altogether 42 sitting BJP
MLAs had been denied tickets,
including five ministers from

Chief Minister Bhupendra
Patel’s cabinet as well as assem-
bly Speaker Nimaben Acharya.

What has angered ‘rebels’
further that  the BJP’s candi-
dates list included over a dozen
Congress turncoats. Protests
broke-out in Gandhi Nagar
and Chorysai constituency in
Surat where sitting MLAs were
not approved for the party
ticket.

Applying  ‘winnability’ cri-
teria, the BJP  axed the long-
time MLAs  but this time
round the latter refused to sit

down and refused to comply
with the commands of the ‘cen-
tral leadership’ as was the case
during the previous assembly
polls.

The rebel BJP leaders
include  six-time Waghodia
MLA Madhu Srivastava and

tribal leader Harshad Vasava,
who will be contesting from the
Nandod (ST) seat. Vasava has
been a two-time MLA from
here.

The rebellion in Vadodara
district  has been most visible
with the sitting Waghodia MLA

and strongman  Madhu
Srivastava, who was dropped in
favour of district unit president
Ashwin Patel, went publicly
attacking the BJP central lead-
ership.

Srivastava  did not meet
state minister Harsh Sanghavi,

who visited Vadodara to calm
down  the disgruntled party
MLAs.

Similarly, other BJP leaders
Dinesh ‘Dinu Mama’ Patel and
Satish Nishaliya, former MLAs
for Padra and Karjan respec-
tively also refused to meet the

state minister for the ‘Peace talk’.
Dinesh Patel, the chair-

man of Baroda Dairy is  fight-
ing elections  as an Independent
from Padra. He has said he was
upset that the BJP had chosen
Padra municipality corporator
Chaitanya Singh Zala, his rival.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday held a

“road show” in  Vapi city of
Valsad district in Gujarat and
addressed a public rally at  Jujwa
village   in a bid to repeat the
“double engine” Government in
Gujarat.

The Prime Minister who
started his day from Arunachal
Pradesh inaugurating an airport
there and  thereafter opening
the  'Kashi-Tamil Sangamam' in
his home constituency at

Varanasi, led a 'road show' in
Vapi to give a big push to the
BJP in Gujarat.

Thousands of BJP workers
lined-up on both sides of the
road to greet Modi chanting
'Modi-Modi'. The Prime
Minister waved-back at BJP
supporters wearing red caps and
carrying small Modi cutouts.

Later in the night, he
addressed a public rally in
Gujarati and appealed voters to
bring back the  BJP to power
again "to ensure the state and
country's continuous develop-

ment for next 25 years."
He said 20 years  ago there

was not a single educational
institution in Valsad which he
said "is now having dozens of
educational  engineering and
medical institutions"

Modi is to hold close to 25
rallies, crisscrossing the state in
the next fortnight. It will be a
three-day schedule for Modi in
his home state starting Saturday. 

During his visit, the Prime
Ministerwill be  addressing  ral-
lies in different districts of the
state to scale-up BJP’S  cam-

paign for the next month's
Assembly elections.

During his last visit on
November 6, Modi had
addressed a rally at Kaprada in
Valsad district and attended a
mass marriage function in
Bhavnagar.On Sunday  Modi
will visit Somnath Temple and
then address four rallies in the
Saurashtra region

in Veraval, Dhorarji, Amreli
and Botad in  Gujarat.

The region is known as
Congress bastion. On Monday,
Modi will hold three rallies in

Surendranagar, Bharuch and
Navsari. While Bharuch was the
constituency of the former
Congress strongman Ahmed
Patel, the BJP state president CR
Paatil who hails from Navsari,
has been winning his Lok Sabha
seat with one of the top margins
across the country.

Union Home Minister
Amit Shah and BJP president JP
Nadda have been addressing a
series of rallies in the con-
stituencies falling in the first
phase of Gujarat poll scheduled
on December first.
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Aweek since the southern
Ukrainian city of Kherson

was liberated, residents can't
escape reminders of the terri-
fying eight months they spent
under Russian occupation:
missing people, mines every-
where, closed shops and restau-
rants, a scarcity of electricity
and water — and explosions
day and night as Russian and
Ukrainian forces battle just
across the Dnieper River.

Despite these hardships,
Kherson residents are express-
ing a mix of relief, optimism,
and even joy - not least because
of their regained freedom to
express themselves at all.

"Even breathing became
easier. Everything is different
now," said Olena Smoliana, a
pharmacist whose eyes shone
with happiness as she recalled

the day Ukrainian soldiers
entered the city. Kherson's pop-
ulation has dwindled to around
80,000 from its prewar level
near 300,000, but the city is
slowly coming alive.

Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy tri-
umphantly walked the streets
on Monday, hailing Russia's
withdrawal - a humiliating
defeat for Russian President
Vladimir Putin - as the "begin-
ning of the end of the war."

People are no longer afraid
to leave home, or worried that
contact with Russian soldiers
might lead to a prison or torture
cell.

They are gathering in city
squares - adorned with blue-
and-yellow ribbons on their
bags and jackets - to recharge
phones, collect water, or talk
with neighbours and relatives.

"If we survived the occu-

pation, we will survive this
without any problems," said
Yulia Nenadyschuk, 53, who
had been hunkered down at
home with her husband,
Oleksandr, since the Russian
invasion began but now comes
downtown every day.

The worst deprivation was
the lack of freedom to be your-
self, which was like being in a
"cage," she said."You couldn't
say anything out loud, you
couldn't speak Ukrainian," said
Oleksandr Nenadyschuk, 57.
"We were constantly being
watched, you couldn't even
look around."

Residents of Kherson talk
about the "silent terror" that
defined their occupation, which
was different than the devas-
tating military siege that turned
other Ukrainian cities - such as
Mariupol, Sievierodonetsk, and
Lysychansk - to rubble. Russian

forces entered Kherson in the
early days of the war from near-
by Crimea, which it illegally
annexed in 2014, and shortly
after that, it was occupied.

People mostly communi-
cate in Russian in Kherson.
Early on in the war some resi-
dents there were tolerant of
neighbours who sympathised
with Russia, but over the past
nine months there has been a
palpable shift, said Smoliana,
the pharmacist.

"I'm even ashamed to
speak Russian," she said. "They
oppressed us emotionally and
physically." Many people fled
the city, but some just disap-
peared. Khrystyna Yuldasheva,
18, works in a shop across
street from a building Russian
police used as a detention cen-
tre and where Ukrainian offi-
cials are investigating allega-
tions of torture and abuse.
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Moscow: A gas explosion in
an apartment building
Saturday killed at least nine
people, including four chil-
dren, on the island of Sakhalin
in far eastern Russia, accord-
ing local authorities.

A section of the five-story
building in the town of
Tymovskoye collapsed after a
gas cylinder exploded in one
of the apartments at around
5:30 am Moscow time, author-
ities said. Rescue teams were
searching for more victims
under the rubble, Sakhalin
Governor Valery Limarenko
wrote on Telegram.  (AP)
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North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un boasted that a

recently tested intercontinental
ballistic missile is another "reli-
able and maximum-capacity"
weapon to contain US military
threats, state media reported on
Saturday.

The United States respond-
ed to the North's weapons
launch by flying supersonic
bombers in a show of force. 

The North's Korean
Central News Agency said Kim
oversaw the launch of the
Hwasong-17 missile, a day
after its neighbours said they
had detected the launch of an
ICBM that showed a potential
to reach anywhere in the
United States.

KCNA said Kim observed
the launch with his wife Ri Sol
Ju and their "beloved daughter"
as well as senior officials. State
media photos showed Kim
walking hand-in-hand with
his daughter, who was clad in
a white coat, together watching
a huge missile loaded on a
launch truck.

It's the first time for North
Korea to publish the photo of
Kim's daughter. Observers say

Kim observing a weapons
launch with his family suggests
that he is emboldened by his
advancing nuclear program.
Friday's launch was part of the
North's ongoing barrage of
missile tests that are seen as an
attempt to expand its arsenal
and boost its leverage in future
diplomacy.

Some foreign experts said
the Hwasong-17 missile is still
under development but is the
North's longest-range ballistic
weapon designed to carry mul-
tiple nuclear warheads to defeat
US missile defence systems.

KCNA said the missile
fired from Pyongyang
International Airport travelled
up to a maximum altitude of
about 6,040 kilometres and
flew a distance of about 1,000
kilometres before it landed on
the preset area in internation-
al waters off the country's east
coast. 

"The test-fire clearly proved
the reliability of the new major
strategic weapon system to be
representative of (North
Korea's) strategic forces and its
powerful combat performance
as the strongest strategic
weapon in the world," KCNA
said.
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US Vice President Kamala
Harris spoke briefly with

Chinese leader Xi Jinping on
Saturday in another step
toward keeping lines of com-
munication open between the
two biggest economies.

Harris and Xi exchanged
remarks Saturday while head-
ing into a closed-door meeting
at the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum's summit
in Bangkok. 

"I greeted President Xi
before the APEC Leaders
Retreat," Harris wrote on
Twitter. "I noted a key message
that President Biden empha-
sized in his November 14 meet-
ing with President Xi: we must
maintain open lines of com-
munication to responsibly
manage the competition
between our countries."

Their exchange closely
echoed Biden's comment to Xi

at an meeting between two
leaders earlier in week about
China and U.S. Keeping lines of
communication open. A brief
statement from China's Foreign
Ministry also referenced Biden-
Xi meeting at Group of 20 sum-
mit in Bali, Indonesia. 
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Leaders of French-speaking
countries gathered on

Saturday on a Tunisian island
to discuss debt relief, migration,
food and energy shortages,
with a soaring cost of living
across Africa, Europe and the
Middle East due to war in
Ukraine as the backdrop.

French President
Emmanuel Macron, Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
and the presidents of six
African nations were attending
the 18th annual meeting of the
88-member International
Organization of Francophonie,
which promotes relations
among nations that use French
as their primary language.

European Council
President Charles Michel also
was in Tunisia for the two-day
summit, the organisation's first
gathering in three years fol-
lowing pandemic lockdowns
and travel restrictions.

Louise Mushikiwabo, the
group's secretary-general and
Rwanda's former foreign min-
ister, said the participants plan
to issue a final declaration on
major political, social and eco-
nomic issues after the summit
ends on Sunday.

They will also focus on
"ways to boost the use of the
French language around
Europe and in international
institutions as its use declines
compared to English",
Mushikiwabo said.
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Nepal will hold national and
provincial elections on

Sunday which the Nepali
Congress-led ruling coalition is
expected to win but unlikely to
provide much-needed political
stability in the country sand-
wiched between India and
China.

More than 17.9 million
people are eligible to vote in
seven provinces across the
Himalayan nation. The polling
will start at 7 am local time and
close at 5 pm. Out of a total of
275 members of the federal
Parliament, 165 will be elected

through direct voting, while the
remaining 110 will be elected
through a proportional elec-
toral system. Similarly, out of a
total of 550 members of the
Provincial Assembly, 330 will
be elected directly and 220 will
be elected through the pro-
portional method.

The counting of the votes
will begin soon after the polling
ends but the final results can
take a few days. 

Political observers closely
watching the elections have
predicted a hung parliament
and a government that is
unlikely to provide the required
political stability in Nepal.

Political instability has
been a recurrent feature of
Nepal's Parliament since end of
the decade-long Maoist insur-
gency, and no prime minister
has served a full term after the
civil war ended in 2006.  The
frequent changes and fighting
among parties have been
blamed for a slow economy.
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Israeli airstrikes hit central
and coastal regions of Syria

early Saturday, killing four sol-
diers and wounding one, the
Syrian military said.

State media quoted an
unidentified Syrian military
official as saying that Israeli war-
planes flying over the
Mediterranean fired missiles
toward military positions in
coastal and central Syria. 

The Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights, an opposition
war monitor, reported that load
explosions were heard in the
coastal province of Latakia as
well as Hama and Homs regions
in central Syria. It gave no fur-
ther details.  Israel has carried
out hundreds of strikes on tar-
gets inside government-con-
trolled parts of Syria in recent
years, but rarely acknowledges
or discusses such operations.
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Differences seem to have
intensified in the Pakistan

government over the appoint-
ment of the new Army chief
with top brasses of the ruling
coalition making contradicto-
ry statements on the key issue.

The appointment of a suc-
cessor to Army chief General
Qamar Javed Bajwa, 61, who is
set to retire on November 29,
is an administrative matter.
Under the law, the incumbent
prime minister is empowered
to select any one of the top
three-star generals. 

But politically it means
installing someone who may
pull the strings and even deter-
mine the fate of the person who
appointed him. Prime Minister
Shehbaz Sharif on Friday ini-
tiated the keenly anticipated
consultations with his govern-

ment allies on the all-important
appointment of a new Army
chief, even as Defence Minister
Khawaja Asif revealed that a
name would be announced by
Tuesday or Wednesday, the
Dawn News reported on
Saturday.

Interestingly, Interior
Minister Rana Sanaullah said
consultations had been com-
pleted and the new Army chief
would be appointed in a day or
two. 
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Negotiators say they have
struck a potential break-

through deal on the thorniest
issue of United Nations climate
talks, creation of a fund for
compensating poor nations
that are victims of extreme
weather worsened by rich
nations' carbon pollution.

"There is an agreement on
loss and damage," which is
what negotiators call the con-
cept, Maldives Environment
Minister Aminath Shauna told
The Associated Press on
Saturday.

It still needs to be approved
unanimously in a vote later
today. "That means for coun-
tries like our we will have the
mosaic of solutions that we

have been advocating for."
Saturday afternoon's draft pro-
posal came from the Egyptian
presidency. A second overar-
ching document from the cli-
mate talks leadership ignores
India's call to phase down oil
and natural gas, in addition to
last year's agreement to wean
the world from "unabated"
coal.

According to the draft of
the compensation proposal -
the issue is called "loss and
damage" in negotiations par-
lance - developed countries
would be "urged" to contribute
to the fund, which would also
draw on other private and
public sources of money such
as international financial insti-
tutions.
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The government has cut the
export duty on steel prod-

ucts and iron ore with effect
from Saturday in order to pro-
vide a fillip to the domestic steel
industry and boost exports.

Besides, import duty on
anthracite, coking coal and
ferronickel — used as raw
material in the steel industry -
- has been hiked, as per a
finance ministry notification
issued late on Friday. 

The export duty conces-
sions and import tax have been
restored after a gap of six
months. In May, the tariffs
were tweaked in the wake of a
sharp and steady rise in prices
of steel and in order to augment
the availability both of finished
steel as well as raw materials
required for steel manufac-
ture. 

With effect from Saturday,
exports of specified pig iron
and steel products as well as
iron ore pellets will attract ‘nil’
export duty.

Also, export duty on out-
ward shipment of iron ore
lumps and fines with less than

58 per cent iron content will be
‘nil’.

In the case of iron ore
lumps and fines with more
than 58 per cent iron, the rate
of duty will be 30 per cent.

As per the notification,
import duty on anthracite/PCI,
coking coal and ferronickel
has been hiked to 2.5 per cent,
while for coke and semi-coke
it has been raised to 5 per cent,
from ‘nil’ earlier.

The duty cut follows a
meeting of Steel Minister
Jyotiraditya Scindia with
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman earlier this week.

The meeting was attended by
Revenue Secretary designate
Sanjay Malhotra, among other
senior officials.

The finance ministry had
in May hiked the export duty
on pig iron and steel products
to 15 per cent from ‘nil’, a move
which was intended to dis-
courage exports and increase
domestic availability to help
lower prices.

The tax on export of iron
ores and concentrates was
hiked to 50 per cent from 30
per cent, while on iron pellets
a 45 per cent duty was 
imposed.
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Asia’s richest man Gautam
Adani on Saturday said

India, which took 58 years to
become a trillion dollar econ-
omy, will add an equivalent
sum to GDP every 12-18
months and will be the world’s
second largest economy by
2050.

Speaking at the 21st World
Congress of Accountants here,
he said back-to-back global
crises have challenged several
assumptions, including that
China should adopt western
democratic principles, secular
principles are universal, the EU
would stay together, and that
Russia would be forced to
accept a reduced international
role.

“This multilevel crisis has
shattered the myth of a unipo-
lar or a bipolar world of super-
powers that could step in and
stabilize global environments,”
he said.

“In my view - in this
emerging multipolar world -

superpowers will need to be
those that take responsibility to
step in and help others in a cri-
sis and not bully other nations
into submission, those that
keep humanity as their fore-
most operating principle.”

A superpower, he said,
must also be a thriving democ-
racy and yet believe that “there
is no one uniform style of
democracy.”

“The style of capitalism
that drives growth for the sake
of growth and ignores the
social fabric of a society, is
rightfully facing its greatest
pushback ever,” he said.

Adani, 60, said the foun-
dations of India’s increasing
economy might have become
relevant and a majority gov-
ernment has given the nation
the ability to initiate several
structural reforms in the polit-
ical and administrative sys-

tem.
“It took us 58 years to get

to our first trillion dollars of
GDP, 12 years to get to the next
trillion and just five years for
the third trillion.

“Given the pace at
which the government has
been executing a vast multitude
of simultaneous social and
economic reforms, I antici-
pate that within the next
decade, India will start adding
a trillion dollar to its GDP
every 12 to 18 months - there-
by putting us well on track to
be a USD 30 trillion economy
by 2050 and with a stock mar-
ket capitalization that will pos-
sibly exceed USD 45 trillion,”
he said.

India is currently
the world’s fifth largest econo-
my with a gross domestic
product (GPD) of USD 3.5 tril-
lion. In comparison, the US is
a USD 23 trillion economy with
a stock market capitalization
ranging from USD 45 to 50 tril-
lion.

“A country, crushed and
drained by its colonial rulers,
today stands on the cusp of an
extraordinary growth and is the
only major country on a path
to emerge as a high-income
nation without compromising
its democracy and diversity,” he
said.
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India’s foreign exchange
reserves soared by USD 14.72

billion to reach USD 544.72 bil-
lion for the week to November
11, making it the steepest accre-
tion since August 2021.

However, the reserves have
fallen by over USD 110 billion
since March as the RBI has
been propping up the rupee
amid global volatility.

According to the latest
weekly data from the Reserve
Bank, the forex kitty swelled by
USD 14.72 billion to USD
544.72 billion for the week to
November 11. The reserves
were at USD 529.99 billion as
of November 4.

Of the total addition, the
value of foreign currency assets,
which is the largest component
of the reserves, rose by USD
11.8 billion to USD 482.53 bil-
lion for the reporting week.

Foreign currency assets
consist of the effect of appre-
ciation or depreciation of non-
US currencies like the euro,
pound, and the yen held in the
foreign exchange reserves.

Gold reserves increased by
USD 2.64 billion to USD 39.70

billion.
In the week to October 21,

the reserves had fallen by USD
117.93 billion to USD 524.52
billion.

The reserves had climbed
by USD 16.7 billion in the week
to August 27, 2021, but the
addition included USD 12.6
billion of one-time Covid
restructuring support from the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF). 

According to a treasury
head at a private sector bank,
the record USD 14.7-billion
surge is due to the impact of an
estimated USD 8 billion worth
of recent overseas currency
purchases by the RBI. The

sharp jump is also driven by a
softer dollar and changes in the
central bank’s forward book. 

According to the Reserve
Bank’s weekly statistical sup-
plement, despite the massive
accretion in the reporting week,
the forex kitty is still down
from around USD 630 billion
at the beginning of this year.
The reserves peaked in
September 2021 at over USD
642 billion. 

The RBI has sold a portion
of the reserves to prevent a
sharp fall in the rupee since the
Ukraine war began.

The Reserve Bank has sold
USD 10.36 billion worth of for-
eign currency on a net basis in
September. The rupee tumbled
from around 79.5 per dollar to
over 81.5 in September. It
plunged to a record low of
83.29 in October. 

The rupee climbed 2.3 per
cent between October 21 and
November 11, and closed at
81.74 on Friday, down 10 paise. 

The rupee logged its first
weekly fall in four weeks due to
weakness in Asian currencies.
The domestic unit declined by
96 paise or 1.18 per cent in the
week to Friday. 
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The government’s decision to
remove export duty on

steel items will boost demand
for steel, industry members
said on Saturday.

The government has cut
the export duty on steel prod-
ucts and iron ore with effect
from November 19, 2022 -- six
months after imposition of the
levy on May 21.

As per a finance ministry
notification issued late night on
Friday, exports of specified pig
iron and steel products as well
as iron ore pellets will attract
‘nil’ export duty.  “It will be a big
sentimental booster to revive
domestic steel demand, partic-
ularly when the global steel
demand is on a steep decline,”
Seshagiri Rao, Joint MD, JSW
Steel & Group CFO said.
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Yatra Online Inc said its
Indian subsidiary Yatra

Online Ltd has received capi-
tal markets regulator Sebi’s
clearance to float an initial
public offering (IPO). 

The proposed IPO com-
prises a fresh issue of equity
shares worth up to Rs 750 crore
by Yatra India and an offer for
sale (OFS) of up to 9,328,358
equity shares, according to the
draft red herring prospectus
(DRHP). 

As part of the OFS, THCL
Travel Holdings Cyprus Ltd
and Pandara Trust - Scheme I
through its trustee Vistra ITCL
(India) would offload shares. 

Yatra Online Ltd has
received the final observation
letter dated November 17 from
Sebi in connection with its
DRHP filed in March, the
Nasdaq-listed Yatra Online Inc
said in a statement. 

In Sebi’s parlance, receiv-
ing an observation letter
implies its go ahead to float the
IPO.  The proposed IPO can
open for subscription within a
period of 12 months from the
date of issuance of the obser-
vation letter, the statement
noted. 
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Navratna defence PSU
Bharat Electronics Ltd

(BEL) has signed a Joint
Development Agreement
(JDA) with the Indian Institute
of Technology Madras (IIT-M)
for co-operation in the field of
Quantum Science and
Technology. 

The JDA aims at leveraging

the complementary strengths
and capabilities of BEL and
IITM in the area of Quantum
Science Technology develop-
ment, Bengaluru-headquar-
tered BEL said in a statement. 
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To boost the quality of
audits, NFRA chief Ajay

Bhushan Prasad Pandey has
pitched for crowdsourcing
efforts to identify risks as that
will help auditors in meeting
stakeholders’ expectations as
well as in looking at new risk
areas. The moot question
of meeting the expectations of
stakeholders is not being right-
ly addressed as the solution to
the underlying cause is getting
postponed or wished away by
excessive dissection of some-
thing called ‘audit expectation
gap”, he added. 

Citing the Brydon review
report in the aftermath of the
Carillion failure in the UK,
Pandey said he tends to agree
with the view that the problem
is not one of expectations,
rather there is a grave ‘delivery
gap’ when it comes to audit. 

Carillion Group plc, which
was a leading construction and
services company, went into
liquidation in 2018. 

“In the era of internet and
social media platforms, there is
a need to leverage them and
evolve suitable mechanisms
and means for the ‘two way’
communication between the
stakeholders and auditors, of
course via the audit commit-

tees,” the NFRA chief said in a
speech. 

The head of the National
Financial Reporting Authority
(NFRA) mentioned about the
Brydon review report on the
suggestion that an audit com-
mittee may publish a formal
invitation to shareholders to
express any requests they have
regarding the areas of empha-
sis they wish the auditor to
incorporate in the audit plan. 

“This innovative method
of crowdsourcing of risk iden-
tification through the share-
holders will not only help meet
the expectation gap of the
shareholders but also empow-
er and strengthen the auditors
to look into several areas which
the conflicted management
may not ideally want them to

look into. 
“This will also go a long

way in establishing a transpar-
ent regime of corporate gover-
nance which we have been
striving for decades,” he said. 

He was addressing various
audit firms on the topic of reg-
ulatory expectations from the
profession in India on Friday in
Mumbai. 

On the issue of why audi-
tors are sometimes not able to
identify the risks of corporate
failures, Pandey said his per-
sonal view is that before pass-
ing a value judgement on the
matter, all players, which
include governments, regula-
tors and companies, must
appreciate the challenging envi-
ronment in which the auditors
operate. 
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Air India will be introducing
premium economy class in

some of its long haul interna-
tional flights next month, its
chief Campbell Wilson said on
Saturday as the Tata group-
owned airline works on ways to
expand its market share as
well as the global network. 

In his speech at an event by
the JRD Tata Memorial Trust
here, Wilson said the airline will
increase its market share to at

least 30 per cent in domestic
and international routes. 

The airline is implementing
a long-term revival plan and
over the next five years, it aims
to grow its wide-body and nar-
row-body fleet as well as
expand the global network. 

“The short-term actions
have been to replace carpets,
curtains, seat cushions and
covers. To fix defective seats
and inflight entertainment sys-
tems as fast as supply chains
will allow. And where parts are
no longer available in the mar-
ket, to work with the likes of
Tata Technologies to design
and manufacture parts our-
selves. 

“We’ve recently complete-
ly revamped the domestic
inflight menu, and will be
doing likewise, as well as
launching premium economy

on certain long haul interna-
tional flights next month,” the
Air India CEO and MD 

said.  According to Wilson, the
airline has restored nearly 20
aircraft that had been ground-

ed for years due to lack of parts
and money. Leaving aside cabin
interiors, this has required

procuring over 30,000 parts
that had been cannibalised
over the years to keep other air-
craft flying, he added. 

In addition to restoring
long-grounded aircraft, he said
the airline has finalised leases
for 30 additional aircraft being
delivered over the next 12
months, starting next week,
with more in the final stages of
negotiation. 

“Beyond these short-term
additions, we are in deep dis-
cussion with Boeing, Airbus
and engine manufacturers for
a historic order of the latest-
generation aircraft that will
power Air India’s medium and
long-term growth. At the risk
of gross understatement, the
investment will be substan-
tial,” he said.  Tata group took
over Air India in January this
year. 
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Coworking operator The
Office Pass will open a

new centre in Gurugram this
month with a capacity of 100
desks as part of its expansion
plan. The company has 12 
co-working centres in Delhi-
NCR comprising of 2,600 desks

and its capacity will reach
2,700 seats spread over 13
facilities.

The new office will be
launched in Unitech Cyber
Park, Sector 39, Gurgaon, The
Office Pass said in a 
statement.

This will be the company’s
11th office in Gurugram and
third one in Cyber Park com-
plex. With this opening, it will
have a capacity of 1,200 seats in
Cyber Park complex itself.

“As companies move away
from traditional leases and
people prefer to work from an

office close to their place of res-
idence, we are experiencing
good demand for our neigh-
borhood coworking model,”
said Mr Aditya Verma,
Founder & CEO, The Office
Pass (TOP).

Besides Gurugram, The
Office Pass has one centre
each in Noida and South Delhi.

“This expansion will
strengthen TOPs dominant
position further and will make
it the largest Coworking oper-
ator in Delhi NCR with 13
operational offices,” the state-
ment said.
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The gem and jewellery
exports declined 14.64 per

cent in October at Rs 25,843.84
crore due to seasonal trend as
manufacturing activities are
limited or closed during Diwali,
GJEPC said on Saturday.

In October 2021, the
exports stood at Rs 30,274.64
crore, the Gem and Jewellery
Export Promotion Council
(GJEPC) said in a statement.

India’s robust gem and
jewellery export performance
in the first 6 months of 2022-

23 helped maintain growth for
the period April-October,
despite a sharp dip in exports
last month, GJEPC noted.

The decline in exports in
October or November is a sea-
sonal trend as manufacturing
activities are either limited or
units are closed because of
Diwali, it stated.

“We had witnessed the
usual pre-Diwali buzz as fac-
tories in India rushed to com-
plete export orders in time for
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
The temporary closure of units,
and absence of workers during

Diwali usually results in a
decline in exports post Diwali,”
GJEPC Chairman Vipul Shah
said. The upcoming holiday
season in the West and the
Chinese New Year will give a
boost to exports in November
and December, he said.

“Also, trade shows like IIJS
Signature 2023, Hong Kong
Show 2023, and VicenzaOro
Winter 2023 will aid in exports
of gems and jewellery to key
markets. I am confident that we
are on course to achieve our
export target of USD 45.7 bil-
lion for 2022-23,” he stated.
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gin. But Manika changed her strategy in
the sixth game, attacking from the word
go and allowing her opponent the first
point at 3-1. She claimed another point
at 5-2, but that was all she could manage.

With frustration setting in, the
Japanese became more error-prone,
unable to keep the ball on the table even
as Manika went from strength to strength
to finish the game 11-2.

On her way to the bronze, Manika
upset world number 7 Chen Xingtong
from China in the round of 16, then
accounted for 23-rd ranked Chen Szu-Yu
4-3 of Taipei in the quarterfinals.

Manika on Friday ensured the best
finish by an Indian in the 39-year-old 
history of the Asian Cup after Achanta
Sharath Kamal and G Sathiyan had 
finished sixth in 2015 and 2019 respec-
tively.

The $200,000 event featured the top
16 players in the men's and women's sin-
gles from the continent based on world
rankings and qualifications.
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Manika Batra became the first
Indian paddler to win a medal
in the ITTF-ATTU Asian Cup

after shocking world number six Hina
Hayata of Japan in the Bronze play-off
here on Saturday.

The world number 44 defeated
Hayata 4-2 (11-6, 6-11, 11-7, 12-10, 4-11,
11-2) to achieve the incredible feat.
Besides the historic Bronze, Manika will
also carry home $10,000 for her efforts.

"This win is a huge one for me,
defeating the top players. I enjoyed
playing and fighting well against them to
achieve a fantastic result. I will contin-
ue putting the extra yard in all my future
tournaments. I expect all of you to extend
your full support," said an emotional
Manika.

Earlier in the day, Manika lost 2-4 (8-
11, 11-7, 7-11, 6-11, 11-8, 7-11) to the sec-
ond-seeded Mima Ito in the semifinals.

Despite Ito beginning shakily, the

Japanese ended strongly and subdued the
Indian player with a percentage play befit-
ting her reputation and rankings.

Manika's fighting qualities came to
the fore in the fourth game of the
Bronze-medal playoff when she was
down in the dumps, with the fourth-seed
Hayata holding the upper hand with four
game points at 10-6.

That was when Manika launched
herself, using all the tricks in her bag,
attacking the flanks with crispy forehands,
including some counters that brooked no
challenge, and using the backhand punch-
es to good effect and with precise place-
ments.

At deuce, the Japanese had the ser-
vice, but an unforeseen fault — Hayata's
service hit the net, and the ball dropped
on her side to go down — enabled
Manika to go up with a luck point (11-
10) and take the winning point when she
had the service back with her.

However, the Japanese ran with a
good lead in the next to reduce the mar-
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Qatar will finally get their
home World Cup under

way on Sunday, 12 years after
the nation's successful bid put
into motion wide-ranging
preparations which cost bil-
lions of dollars.

It is widely accepted the
Gulf state has spent $200 billion
on hosting football's biggest
event and Qatar will get its first
glimpse at the final product at
the Al Bayt Stadium in Al Khor
when the hosts take on Ecuador.

Organisers say that 2.9 mil-
lion of the 3.1 million tickets
have been sold and they will be
expecting a 60,000 sell-out on
Sunday.

The home team's players
have also been preparing tire-
lessly, spending months outside
Qatar in isolated training camps,
in an attempt to reach the
knockout phase on their World
Cup debut.

"Our situation is different
(compared to other teams) and
we have to work with what
we've got," coach Felix Sanchez

told a press conference on the
eve of the tournament.

"It's true it's a massive sac-
rifice, many time away from our
families and abroad and this
shows the commitment of the
players to compete and it all
starts tomorrow."

The Group A match, which
was moved forward from
Monday to allow Qatar to play
in the opening game, will be an
acid test for the hosts both on
and off the pitch.

FIFA and the tournament
organisers will be hoping the

kick-off can help put several
controversies in the shade.

Qatar has faced criticism
over its human rights record
and the environmental fallout
from holding the event.

FIFA president Gianni
Infantino had called on World
Cup teams to "focus on football"
in a letter earlier this month and
accused critics in Western coun-
tries of "hypocrisy" on Saturday.
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Qatar will be wary of fol-

lowing the dozen years of work

and spending with the embar-
rassment of becoming only the
second host country to crash
out in the first round.

To avoid joining South
Africa in that exclusive club,
Sanchez's men have been tasked
with getting out of a group also
containing European giants the
Netherlands and African cham-
pions Senegal.

A win against the less-fan-
cied Ecuador would make those
next two matches appear less
daunting.

"On paper, they (Qatar's
three opponents) should get the
three points, but we of course
are here to show our people that
we can be a competitive team,"
said Sanchez.

"We'll bring our 'A' game
and play our football, and try to
bring joy...

"We know that it will be a
great challenge for us but we're
very eager to play this match
and are very happy to be here."

Qatar have improved on the
pitch since winning the World
Cup bid, beating Japan in the
2019 Asian Cup final and fin-
ishing third in the Arab Cup last
year.

Results have slipped in
recent months, though, with a
1-1 draw against Jamaica and 3-
0 defeat by Croatia's Under-23
team particularly disappointing.

Ecuador will be no
pushovers after coming through
the notoriously difficult South
American qualifying.

"We think we have the same
chance as Qatar for this open-
ing match," said Ecuador's
Brighton midfielder Moises
Caicedo.

"We know how Qatar play,
they're strong, they're powerful.
I know this will be a very diffi-
cult game tomorrow."

After the tumultuous build-
up, capped by Friday's surprise
U-turn on the sale of beer in sta-
diums, Qatar's players will be
aiming to take the limelight and
ease the scrutiny on off-field
issues.
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Passion was high and the
excitement grew greater with

each minute as locals came out
in huge numbers to support Real
Kashmir FC in their I-League
match against Rajasthan United
FC here -- the first such game in
the valley since the COVID-19
outbreak.

The synthetic turf at the
TRC Grounds – the venue of the
game – came alive after three
years as football supporters filled
up the stands on a chilly
Saturday afternoon.

The match – won by RKFC
2-0 – was the first high-profile
game in the valley since the out-
break of COVID-19.

As the players took to the
ground, the spectators cheered
for their team. The match refer-
ee's whistles could hardly be
heard amid the applause, drum-

beats and whistles, and the
occasional boos for the oppo-
nents.

The match had its moments
– power-packed volleys, numer-
ous headers, heated arguments
between players, unruly scenes,
as well as injuries.

There was no dull moment
in the game and the crowd loved
every single minute, with the
cold conditions failing to damp-
en their spirit. They backed the
RKFC players, sometimes tried
to act like coaches, telling the
players what to do.

With the crowd backing
them to the hilt, the RKFC play-
ers kept the pressure on the vis-
iting team throughout the game.
Their defence was strong, and
the attack stronger.

The team did not disappoint
its supporters as it struck one
past the rival team goal-keeper
in the 21st minute through

Moro Lamine, the 28-year-old
Ghanaian centre-back, as the
crowd stood on its feet.

The teams changed ends,
but RKFC continued with their
impressive ways. The Real Kash-
mir continued to dominate the
match and struck again in the
77th minute through Jerry
Pulamte. Not only did the sec-
ond goal break the back of the
visiting team, it sent the specta-
tors into a state of frenzy. The
cheering grew louder and the
atmosphere became electric.

The Real Kashmir FC flags
flew high, the drum beats got
louder and sloganeering shriller.

The acceptance of an immi-
nent defeat could be sensed
among Rajasthan players as
they dropped their shoulders.
When the referee signalled the
end of the game, the Real
Kashmir players rejoiced, and so
did the crowd.
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The upcoming tour of
Australia is a good

opportunity for the Indian
men's hockey team to reas-
sess its strengths and weak-
ness ahead of the FIH World
Cup at home in January, said
seasoned dragflicker Har-
manpreet Singh.

A 23-member Indian
team left for Australia on
Saturday for a five-match
series beginning in Adelaide
on November 26 as part of
preparation for next year's
World Cup in Bhubaneswar
and Rourkela from January
13 to 29.

"I think this is a great
opportunity for us to test
ourselves and the level we 
are at ahead of the World
Cup.

"Australia is one of the
top contenders for the title, 
and playing against them 
will definitely help us in the
lead up to the tournament,"
Harmanpreet, who will lead
the side in Australia, said.

"I think we haven't gone
back to Australia after the
Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games in 2018. As a team, 
we are excited and happy to
play in Australia which 
offers unique playing condi-
tions."

India will play back-to-
back matches on November
26 and 27, followed by games
on November 30, December
3 and 4.

"These matches will be a
true test of our fitness levels.
Every game will be high in
intensity and will draw focus
on recovery process after
each game. Every player will
be looking to bring his 'A'
game against Australia ahead
of the final team selection for
the World Cup," said defen-
der Amit Rohidas.
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Reigning Asian youth cham-
pion Ravina (63kg) showed

her class and prowess to sail into
the quarterfinals of the IBA
Youth Men's and Women's
World Boxing Championships
in La Nucia, Spain.

Ravina defeated Hungary's
Varga Franciska Rozi in the
round-of-16. The Indian pugilist
dictated the terms right from the
start and landed punches
throughout the first round.

The second round began in
the same manner as Ravina
kept on dominating her oppo-
sition. As a result, the referee had
to stop the contest and the
Indian boxer emerged victori-
ous.

The other women boxer in
action — Kunjarani Devi Thon-
gam (60kg) — also moved into
the last-8 stage after blanking
Spain's Horche Martinez Maria
5-0 in a one-sided affair.

Among the men boxers,
Mohit (86kg) moved into the

quarterfinals after his oppo-
nent Tomas Lemanas of Lithu-
ania got disqualified in the sec-
ond round.

Sahil Chauhan (71kg) ente-
red the pre-quarterfinals after
comfortably defeating Azerbai-
jan's Daniel Holostenco 5-0 in a
round-of-32 bout.

Nikhil (57kg) and Harsh
(60kg) lost their respective
round-of-32 bouts. The former
lost 1-4 to Kazakhstan's Kalinin
Ilya while the latter had to suf-
fer a referee stopping the contest
(RSC) defeat against Erik
Lsrayelyan of Armenia.

Nine Indians, including
three women, will be in action
in the last-16 stage on Sunday.
Vishvanath Suresh (48kg),
Jadumani Singh (51kg), Ashish
(54kg), Vanshaj (63.5kg), Aman
Rathore (67kg) and Deepak
(75kg) will fight in the men's sec-
tion. Bhawna Sharma (48kg),
Tamanna (50kg) and Huidrom
Griviya Devi (54kg) will take the
ring in the women's quarterfi-
nals.
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The quarterfinal exit in the
last edition still bothering

the players, the Indian men's
hockey team is determined to
finish on the podium at the FIH
World Cup to be held in
January next year, said Olym-
pic Bronze medallist midfield-
er Sumit.

In the 2018 edition of the
World Cup hosted in Bhuba-
neswar, India lost 1-2 to even-
tual runners-up Netherlands to
crash out of the tournament.

But the Indians will get yet
another shot at world glory
before home crowd as the
showpiece will be jointly host-
ed in Bhubaneswar and
Rourkela from January 13 to 29
next year.

"I still remember the 2018
Hockey World Cup when we
lost in the quarterfinals and
every time I go back to
Bhubaneswar, it reminds me of
that loss. The target of our team
is to finish on the podium of the
FIH Odisha Hockey Men's

World Cup 2023," said Sumit on
Hockey Te Charcha — a pod-
cast series initiated by Hockey
India.

"Our practice has been
going on really well. We played
good hockey in all four match-
es of FIH Pro League , so, our
preparation has been on the
right track."

Sumit said India's upcom-
ing tour of Australia is really
important in terms of prepara-
tion for the World Cup.

"The Australia tour is real-
ly important before the FIH
World Cup. Australia is a real-
ly strong team, we will get
good competition from them
and it will be a confidence
booster for us to play against
such a strong team before the
big tournament," Sumit said.

"We will learn a lot from
playing against Australia and
our team will try to execute the
plans we have made for the
World Cup during the series.
The upcoming tour will really
help us to prepare for the
mega-event."
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Andrey Rublev rallied to
upset second-seeded

Stefanos Tsitsipas and reach the
final four of the ATP Finals on
Friday.

Rublev won 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 to
reach the semifinals for the first
time. He will face third-seeded
Casper Ruud.

Novak Djokovic plays
Taylor Fritz of the United States
in the other semifinal. The five-
time champion will have to
recover swiftly after a grueling
dead rubber victory over Daniil
Medvedev that lasted more than
three hours.

"On the physical side, I'm
not worried because . . . Worry
just depletes you of the vital
energy you need," Djokovic
said. "If something happens
tomorrow in a good or bad way,
it happens, and I have to deal
with it then.

"I'm going to do everything
I possibly can today with my

physio, with myself, with my
team in order to get the good
rest, the good recovery . . . I've
had many cases in my life before
where I managed to recover very
quickly. Hopefully that's going to
be the case again."

Djokovic is aiming to equal
Roger Federer's record six titles
at the elite, season-ending event.
Djokovic's last title was in 2015.

With a win and a loss apiece
in the group, it was a winner-
takes-all match for Rublev and
Tsitsipas.

Rublev threw his racket
down in frustration after losing
a game on his serve early in the
opening set. But he was all
smiles at the end as he crouched
down seemingly in disbelief
when Tsitsipas hit a return 
into the net to hand him the
match.

"I didn't give up. I kept fight-
ing and playing,” Rublev said. “I
lost my emotions a bit when I
lost a stupid game at 40-0 in the
first set.

"But then I just kept fight-
ing. I thought I would have
chances if I just gave my best. I
managed to turn the match
around and I am happy to be in
the semis."

After starting strong, Tsit-
sipas faded and made errors
including a double fault in the
penultimate game to give Rublev
his second break of the final set
and leave him serving for the
match.

Earlier, Djokovic clearly
pushed himself to the limits as
he beat the already-eliminated
Medvedev to maintain his per-
fect record in the tournament.

Though he was already
through to the semifinals,
Djokovic was playing for pride
and ranking points, plus the
chance to earn USD 4.7 million
if he wins the trophy undefeat-
ed in Turin.

He was visibly shaking dur-
ing changeovers in the third set
as he battled to win 6-3, 6-7 (5),
7-6 (2).
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Bhuvneshwar Kumar faces
an arduous challenge of
remaining relevant in

shortest format as a young
Indian team, seeking some
game time, is expected to face
tough resistance from New
Zealand in the second T20
International here on Sunday.

The series-opener in
Wellington was abandoned due
to inclement weather and the
Indian players must be itching
to get onto the park which,
inarguably, has the most scenic
backdrop.

Ironically, the region where
the ground is located is known
as 'Bay of Plenty' and Indian
cricket at this point has plenty
to ponder as far as its approach
in T20 format is concerned.

While the Sky Stadium
was shorter in terms of dimen-
sions, the Indian team will
have to make adjustments as
the 'Bay Oval' ground has 
bigger side boundaries and 
is an open ground unlike
Wellington.
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On this tour, the presence

of a near 33 year-old Bhuvnesh-
war is one such dilemma that
the team management might
have to handle. There are some
probing questions and quicker
the answers are sought, better
it would be for Indian cricket.

Is Bhuvneshwar going to be
around for the T20 World Cup
in 2024 with a sharp decline in
his pace? Does he have enough
time to work around his issues
as he is not potent enough on
good batting tracks? Not many
T20Is are lined-up next year

and he is largely becoming a
single-format player, so where
does it leave him?

At this moment, all the
answers seem to be in negative
and hence a question arises
whether playing the senior-
most pacer would be akin to
taking away an opportunity
from a youngster to get into the
groove.

It is a double-edged sword
that interim head coach VVS
Laxman and captain Pandya

will be facing.
Not playing Bhuvneshwar

when he is on the cusp of a per-
sonal milestone (4 more wick-
ets for highest tally of 40 in a
calendar year) might leave him
demoralised.

Most of his 36 wickets
have come in bowler-friendly
conditions and against lesser
opponents. On slightly flatter
wickets and against better bat-
ting attacks, Bhuvneshwar has
come a cropper.

But playing him will be a
missed opportunity for the
team management to check out
on how the pair of Umran
Malik and Mohammed Siraj
would match up against the
might of players like Finn
Allen, Glenn Phillips and
Devon Conway in pressure sit-
uations.

Umran, India's fastest bow-
ler by a distance, needs to be
groomed. Pakistan has shown
with Haris Rauf, Shaheen Shah

Afridi and Naseem Shah as to
what extreme pace can do.
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The moment Rishabh Pant

was named the vice-captain of
the team for the T20I series, it
was a given that he would be
opening but whether Shubman
Gill with his new found confi-
dence in this format or the spe-
cialist Ishan Kishan will pair up
is there to be seen.

In case of Kishan, who has

had troubles against genuine
pace and swing is preferred,
then there will be two left-han-
ders at the top while Gill's pres-
ence will make it a left-right
combination.

The other factor would be
the choice between KKR skip-
per Shreyas Iyer, not exactly a
fast starter in T20Is and the
dynamic Deepak Hooda, who
can also bowl wicket-to-wick-
et tight off-breaks.

To accommodate both
Hooda and Shreyas, Kishan
will then needed to be dropped
from the playing XI. Sanju
Samson and skipper Pandya are
the two batters along with
Suryakumar Yadav, who would
play the role of enforcers as well
as finishers.
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Glenn Phillips, one of the

most exciting T20 batters in
recent times, will have a battle
in hand when the wily Yuzven-
dra Chahal gets his first game
in many moons after being
inexplicably benched by regu-
lar head coach Rahul Dravid
throughout the T20 World Cup.

But the last completed T20I
match at this ground witnessed
Phillips score 108 off 51 balls
with as many as eight sixes
against a quality West Indies
attack.

With Ravichandran Ash-
win's T20I career all but over,
Washington Sundar will be
getting a long run as a special-
ist off-spinner while Harshal
Patel will also get game time to
get back his rhythm which
deserted him just before the
World Cup. Arshdeep Singh as
a left-arm seamer looks a sure-
shot starter in next two games.
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Veteran India off-spinner R
Ashwin has defended India

head coach Rahul Dravid's
absence from the New Zealand
tour, saying the support staff
"needed a break" after putting in
extensive work in preparation
for the T20 World Cup.

Days after Dravid's prede-
cessor Ravi Shastri had ques-
tioned why an India coach
would need a break when they
get "two-three months" off dur-
ing the IPL, Ashwin said that the
coaching staff was physically and
mentally burned out.

Former India batter and
current National Cricket Aca-
demy (NCA) head VVS Laxman
is in charge of the Indian team
in New Zealand in Dravid's
absence.

"I will explain why Laxman
has gone there with a complete-
ly different team because even
that could be interpreted differ-
ently," Ashwin said on his
YouTube channel.

"Rahul Dravid and his team
put in extensive hard work
ahead of the T20 World Cup —
right from planning. Since I saw
this from close quarters, I'm say-
ing this.

"They had specific in-depth
plans for each venue and each
opposition. So they would have
been under not only mental but
also physical burnout, and
everyone needed a break.

"As soon as the New Zea-
land series ends, we have the
Bangladesh tour. That's why we
have a different coaching staff
led by Laxman for this tour."

Dravid, one of India's great-
est batters, was given a rest after
the T20 World Cup as Laxman
became India's stand-in coach
for the tour of New Zealand,
with Hardik Pandya taking over
as captain for the T20I series.

India qualified for the semi-
finals of the T20 World Cup in
Australia after winning four out
of five group matches, but were
humiliated by eventual champi-
ons England.

Dravid had been also rest-
ed for a tour of Zimbabwe ear-
lier this year.

India's ongoing tour of New
Zealand comprises three T20Is
and three ODIs. After that,
India will be in Bangladesh for
three ODIs and two Tests, and
Dravid will be back for that tour.
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Part time off-spinners Lalit
Yadav and Nitish Rana

shared six wickets amongst
themselves as Delhi thrashed
minnows Sikkim by 10 wickets
in Vijay Hazare Trophy here on
Saturday to keep their slim
quarter-final hopes alive.

Having lost back-to-back
games, Delhi were on the money
at the CC&FC ground here as
Sikkim were bundled out for 76
in 34.4 overs.

Rana (3/12 in 6 overs),
Yadav (3/12 in 8 overs) along
with specialist off-break bowler
Shivank Vasisht (1/16 in 6 overs)
shared bulk of the spoils after
Delhi elected to field on a 
track which is known for being
tacky.

Needing to up the run-rate,
the normally stodgy Dhruv

Shorey (43 not out, 28 balls) and
all-rounder Kunwar Bidhuri (33
not out of 28 balls) knocked off
the runs in just 9.2 overs notch
up the team's third win in five
games. While Shorey's innings
had eight fours, Bidhuri hit
three fours and two sixes.

With 12 points and a net
run-rate of +0.622, Delhi are
now placed fourth in the group
behind Assam (16 points, NRR
+1.776), Karnataka (16 points,
NRR +1.674) and Jharkhand
(16, NRR +1.547), all of whom
have four wins in their kitty.

In the other matches of the
group, Jharkhand crushed
Meghalaya by 192 runs while
Rajasthan beat Vidarbha by six
wickets. The fourth match in this
group had Assam upsetting the
mighty Karnataka by six wick-
ets, riding on Swarupam
Purkayastha's century.
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New Delhi: Left-arm pacer
Jaydev Unadkat produced 
an inspired show with the 
ball to hand Saurashtra an eight-
wicket win over Himachal
Pradesh and help consolidate
their position at the top of
Group A.

Unadkat (5/23) returned
with a five-wicket haul and
along with Chetan Sakariya
(2/30) wreaked havoc with the
new ball to bundle out Himachal
for a paltry 130 in 36.4 overs
after electing to bowl.

Saurashtra chased down the
total with consummate ease,
reaching 134 for two in 27.2
overs.

In the other Group A mat-
ches, Hyderabad defeated
Manipur by seven wickets, while
Gujarat also beat Tripura by
seven wickets, and Chandigarh

prevailed over Uttar Pradesh by
six wickets in a high-scoring
game.
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Ranchi: Rahul Tripathi's superb
knock of 111 was the corner-

stone of Maharashtra's 61-run
win over Services in a Group E
match.

Services won the toss and
sent the opposition into bat
and saw Tripathi come up with
a ton. The right-handed batter
Tripathi and his 140-run stand
for the third wicket with captain
Ankit Bawane (73) powered
the Maharashtra innings.

Though they appeared to
lose steam towards the end 
and lost a few wickets,
Maharashtra still ended up with
a huge score of 304 for 8 in 50
overs.

Shubham Rohilla (114, 102
balls, 13 fours, 3 sixes) came 
up with a power-packed effort
for Services but it was not
enough as the other batters
failed to make substantial 
contributions.

In another match, Mumbai
romped to a seven-wicket win
over Mizoram, reaching the tar-
get of 192 in 22.3 overs after

brisk half-centuries by Prithvi
Shaw 54 (39 balls, 8X4, 2X6),
Yashasvi Jaiswal 63 (45 balls,
10X4, 1X6) and Armaan Jaffer
55 (40 balls, 5X4, 3X6).
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Bengaluru: N Jagadeesan con-
tinued his superb run, hammer-
ing a fourth hundred on the trot,
as Tamil Nadu recorded a mas-
sive 151-run win over Haryana
in a Group C match.

The hundred for Jagadeesan
makes him the fourth batter
after Kumar Sangakkara, Alviro
Petersen and Devdutt Padikkal
to record centuries in four con-
secutive List A innings. His
previous centuries came against
Andhra, Chhattisgarh and Goa.

In another match in the
group, Andhra registered a 76-
run win over Kerala. It was
Kerala's first defeat.
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He is a T20 ace in his own
right but New Zealander

Glenn Phillips says he can't
even "dream" of pulling off
some of the incredible shots that
Suryakumar Yadav plays with
ease.

Surya, world No. 1 T20
batter, will square off against
Phillips' New Zealand in the sec-
ond game here at the Bay Oval,
a ground where the Black Caps
dasher has fond memories of
scoring a 46-ball hundred.

"He (Surya) is absolutely
incredible. The things that he
does I wouldn't even dream of

doing. I would love to try but we
have very different games. The
wrist strength that he's got to be
able to hit balls for six in
extremely awkward areas is a tal-
ent you rarely see," Phillips was
quoted as saying in stuff.Co.Nz.

Phillips also mentioned that
the "high risk-high reward
game" that is played by him and
Surya also keeps opposition in
the game as they have the dan-
ger of getting out if some of
those adventurous shots aren't
executed properly.

"I have got my strengths and
he has got his and we go about
our jobs in different ways. And
the way we both play presents

opportunities for the opposition
to get us out as well. It's part of
the risk and reward of middle
order cricket in T20."

Surya has been world's top
run-getter in the 2022 calendar
year with whopping 1040 runs
at an average of 43 and a mag-

nificent strike-rate of 186.
Phillips is eighth in the

ICC's T20I batters' list and has
scored 650 runs at a strike-rate
of 158 plus.

Phillips is fearing that on
good batting tracks like Bay Oval
(Mt Maunganui) and McLean
Park (Napier), Surya's strike-rate
would soar even higher.

"I could easily see (Surya's)
strike rate being even higher
here than it was in Aussie, with
the slightly smaller grounds and
the pitches very similar, poten-
tially a bit bouncier with a bit
more grass on them. It's going
to be very interesting what sort
of strike rates we see here."
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Australia wrapped up the
three-match ODI series

with a comprehensive 72-run
win over England at the Sydney
Cricket Ground on Saturday.

Chasing 281 to level the
series after Australia won the
first match in Adelaide on
Thursday, England appeared
well on track as Sam Billings and
James Vince shared a 122-run
partnership for the fourth wick-
et. But once Vince was trapped
lbw by stand-in Australian cap-
tain Josh Hazlewood for 60, the
English imploded, losing 4-13 to
virtually hand the Australians
the match.

On a tricky wicket at the
SCG, Steve Smith continued
the form he showed in Austra-
lia's six-wicket win in Adelaide
with a hard-fought 94 to help
Australia to 280-8.

The target always looked
difficult on a surface that was
playing slow with the occasion-
al bad bounce.

"It looks easy to bat on
when a partnership is going,"
Hazlewood said of the surface.

"But you're only a wicket

away from causing a collapse on
such a pitch. I was very happy
with 280."

England got the worst pos-
sible start to the run chase
when Jason Roy tickled Mitchell
Starc's second delivery down the
leg side to keeper Alex Carey.

Three balls later Starc got
the key wicket of Dawid Malan
with an almost unplayable ball
that pitched on leg stump then
swung back to take the top of off,
leaving England staggering at
two wickets for no runs.

Phil Salt and Vince kept
playing with the aggression that
the England white-ball teams are
renowned for, and took the
score to 34 after five overs.

But Salt tried one big shot
too many, stepping away to try
and smash Hazlewood over
cover only to miss the ball and
see it cannon into his stumps.

Any hopes Australia may
have had of crashing through the
England batting lineup were
dashed by Vince and Billings.

The two mixed caution with
aggression as they took the
score to 156 before Vince was
trapped by Hazlewood as he
tried to hoist the Australian skip-

per over the square leg bound-
ary. England captain Moeen Ali
came in and smashed leg spin-
ner Adam Zampa for a four and
a six, then missed a top spinner
and was bowled.

At 168-5 after 28.3 overs,
Australia were back in control
and they tightened their grip one
run later when Zampa bowled
Billings for 71.

England wickets kept tum-
bling as Starc (4-47), Hazlewood
(2-33) and Zampa (4-45)
wrapped up the English tail.

"We were in a good position
with the bat but we lost wickets,"
Ali said. "The wicket actually got
easier to bat on but we lost wick-
ets — it's just one of those things.

"They bowled well in that
phase and the pressure got to us.
If you lose wickets regularly,
you're not going to win many
games."

Earlier, Smith's 94 from 114
balls anchored the Australian
innings after Hazlewood won
the toss and decided to bat.

Hazlewood was brought
into the side for captain Pat
Cummins, who was rested with
an eye to the upcoming Test
series against the West Indies.
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The sports ministry has approved Olympic Gold
medallist Neeraj Chopra's proposal to train at

Loughborough University in the UK.
Star javelin thrower Neeraj, along with coach

Klaus Bartonietz and physiotherapist Ishaan
Marwaha, would be training at Loughborough for
63 days and are set to leave for the UK later this
week.

Besides Neeraj, the government's Mission
Olympic Cell (MOC), in its 86th meeting Friday,
also cleared the proposals for shuttler Kidambi Sri-
kanth, wrestler Deepak Punia, and javelin throw-
er and Commonwealth Games medallist Annu
Rani.

The approximate cost for the training of all
the above-mentioned athletes would be around
Rs 94 lakh which would be cleared under the
sports ministry's National Sports Development
Fund (NSDF).

Srikanth, along with his coach and physiother-
apist will be training at Prisma Sports Club in
Jakarta for 29 days. Punia will be with his phys-
iotherapist in Michigan for 34 days, while Annu
Rani will be training with her physiotherapist at
Leichtathletik-Gemeinschaft (LG) Offenburg,

Germany under coach Werner Daniels who had
earlier also trained Neeraj.

Funding for these would be provided under
the Sports Authority of India's (SAI) Target
Olympic Podium Scheme (TOPS) and would
cover the player and their support staff 's flight,
accommodation, local travel, and food costs
among other expenditures.

TOPS will also provide each athlete an out-
of-pocket allowance of $50 per day for any other
expense they might incur during their stay.
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Indian Grandmaster Arjun
Erigaisi scored a 2.5-1.5 win

over Dutch GM Anish Giri in
the fifth round of the Meltwater
Champions Tour Finals here on
Saturday.

Teenage GM R Praggna-
nandhaa was involved in an
intense battle with Poland's
Jan-Krzysztof Duda with the
match ending 3.5-3.5 after the
players shared honours in the
four rapid games, two blitz and
an armageddon game.

Erigaisi's win over Giri was
his second and took him to six
points along with 17-year old
Indian compatriot Praggna-
nandhaa.

He won the first game in 56
moves with white pieces and
the second in 44 with black.

A 36-move draw saw
Erigaisi sealing his second win,
a day after beating Azerbaijan's
Shakhriyar Mamedyarov 3-1.

The Praggnanandhaa-
Duda encounter was a thriller.
The highly-rated Pole won the
first game before the teenaged
Indian star levelled by taking
the second in 53 moves.

A similar pattern was
repeated with Duda and
Praggu taking the third and
fourth games respectively with
black pieces. The Indian won
the first blitz tie-break game
only to see his opponent level
things with a 41-move win.

In the Armageddon (sud-
den-death game), Duda and
Praggu battled it out for 90
moves before peace was signed.
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Qatar’s decision to launch itself into
hosting the 2022 World Cup was a
head-scratcher from the start. Why,
some wondered, would a Middle
Eastern emirate with fewer than 
3 million people and little soccer

tradition want to host the sport’s biggest event?
Skeptics say the country wanted to use the

prestige of the World Cup, which starts Sunday,
to remake its image as a natural-gas producer
with a shaky human-rights record.

They viewed the move, which will cost the
country some $220 billion, as a classic case of
“sportswashing” — using sports as a forum to
cast a country or company as different than
many perceive.

It is hardly a new concept, and Middle
Eastern money has long been a major player.
Qatar has extensive international connections
through its diplomacy and other efforts. Where
many see Qatar and other rich nations spending
money to join the global elite, others see
nefarious attempts to hide undesired
reputations.

“The Qatar World Cup kickstarted
discussion about sportswashing and human
rights in football and it has been very steep
learning curve for us all,” Norway soccer
federation president Lise Klaveness said at a
recent Council of Europe event.

Germany’s interior minister also expressed
concern about bringing the event to Qatar,
saying “no World Cup takes place in a vacuum.”

“There are criteria that have to be kept to,
and then it would be better not to award to such
states,” minister Nancy Faeser said last month in
a move that sparked diplomatic tensions.

Qatar’s leader, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al
Thani, has fought back, saying the country “has
been subjected to an unprecedented campaign
that no host country has ever faced.”

The World Cup is just one way Qatar is
using its massive wealth to project influence. By
buying sports teams, hosting high-profile
events, and investing billions in European
capitals — such as buying London’s The Shard
skyscraper — Qatar has been integrating itself
into international finance and a network of
support.

Paris-Saint Germain (PSG) of Ligue 1 is
owned by the emir of Qatar. His 2011 purchase
came a year after Qatar won the right to host
the World Cup. For many, it felt like it was
scripted to show that the country has soccer
bona fides. Some of PSG’s players are among
the world’s most famous — Neymar, Kylian
Mbappé and Lionel Messi — and all will be in
the World Cup.

Christian Pulisic is the first American to
play in and win a Champions League final and
he was already a three-time U.S. Soccer
Federation player of the year. He is on Premier
League team Chelsea, which was owned by a
Russian oligarch, Roman Abramovich.

Abramovich was widely hailed as that team’s
savior during his 19 years of club control but put
the team up for sale this year due to sanctions
related to his country’s invasion of Ukraine.

The new LIV Golf league is bankrolled by
Saudi Arabia’s sovereign wealth fund, which also
owns another Premier League team, Newcastle,
while defending English champion Manchester
City was bought by the Abu Dhabi royal family
in 2008.

Some of those teams’ best players, including
Kevin de Bruyne, Kieran Trippier and Bruno
Guimarães, will play for Belgium and England
and Brazil in the World Cup.

None of these players, or owners, received
the same sort of public condemnation as those
in golf who left the PGA Tour to play for LIV.
Just as was the case when the soccer teams were
purchased, there has never been any mystery
about who funded LIV, which has brazenly
branded itself as a disruptive force in golf that
will change the sport for the better.

According to the CIA, journalist Jamal
Khashoggi was killed on the orders of Saudi
Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman in 2018.
The Saudi Public Investment Fund’s involvement
became more of a lightning rod when Phil
Mickelson said out loud what many already felt.

“They are scary (expletives),” the six-time
major champion said in a much-cited interview
with golf writer Alan Shipnuck of the FirePit
Collective.

Families of 9/11 victims became vocal critics
of LIV golf, pointing out Saudi Arabia’s shaky
human-rights record and the country’s
connection to the attacks.

“Despite (his) being truthful, it’s not good
for Mickelson’s image,” said Jamal Blades, a
soccer-loving London tech firm manager who
occasionally blogs about sports and recently
completed his master’s degree in sports business
and innovation. “But sportswashing takes place
all over the world in some form, where there are
people, or governments, or businesses attaching
themselves to big and small events everywhere.”

One high-profile advertiser, the U.S.
Department of Defense, was looking for some
positive publicity and a tie-in with the NFL, but
the deal inadvertently triggered a public-
relations problem when quarterback Colin
Kaepernick took a knee during “The Star-
Spangled Banner.”

“When (a company) wants to be the official
sponsor of a team or a league, what they are
trying to do is create an affinity to improve the
reputation of (the company) and get sports fans
to think of (that company) in some way other
than as a commodified producer of” what that
company sells, said Stephen Ross, the executive
director of the Penn State Center for the Study
of Sports in Society.

Russian leader Vladimir Putin and his
Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, used the
occasion of the Winter Olympics in Beijing to
hold a summit and show solidarity this year.
Later in those games, IOC president Thomas
Bach showed up with Chinese tennis player
Peng Shuai to watch Eileen Gu, an American-
born freestyle skier who was competing for
China, win her first gold medal. Peng’s public
appearance came after her safety had been in
question for months following her appearing on
social media to accuse a former top-ranking
Chinese official of sexual assault.

Heads turned when the Asian Winter
Games announced it would hold the 2029
version of its event in Saudi Arabia, a desert
country that is spending some $500 billion to
build a winter resort it claims will be
environmentally sustainable. The Saudis have
also held golf, tennis and Formula One events in
their country despite having little tradition in
those sports.

“The Saudi case is almost like the
quintessential case of success for sportswashing,”
Ross said of the country that led the world by
exporting $95.7 billion in crude petroleum in
2020.

Qatar, which also shares the world’s largest
underwater natural-gas field with Iran, wanted
to get into the act, too.

It hosted world gymnastics and track titles,
both of which were preludes to the World Cup,
which is costing the country an estimated $220
billion. The country might be banking on the
reality that, regardless of the issues that dog a
host in the lead-up, most worldwide sporting
events are ultimately judged by the quality of the
event itself.

The country recruited hundreds of fans to
receive free trips to the World Cup in exchange
for promoting positive content on social media
about the event and the host.

With the World Cup approaching, human
rights and corruption allegations have emerged
as prime topics, and figure to remain that way
until the championship trophy is awarded on
Dec. 18.

Whether that’s fair depends whom you ask.
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German soccer federation president

Bernd Neuendorf has criticized
FIFA for its attempts to restrict
national teams’ political activities
when it comes to human rights.

Speaking at Germany’s first news
conference in Qatar ahead of the
World Cup, Neuendorf said on Friday
he was particularly annoyed by FIFA
president Gianni Infantino’s letter two
weeks ago urging teams to “focus on
the football” and leave political issues
aside.

“That the topic of human rights
should now no longer play a role, that
we are now concentrating here on
football only, that irritated us to a
certain extent and disturbed us,”
Neuendorf said.

He added the federation had to
send a signal to show it will not be
silenced.

Neuendorf also referred to FIFA’s
decision to ban the Denmark team
from bearing the slogan “Human
Rights For All” on training jerseys.

“That was declared as a political
statement and therefore prohibited,”
Neuendorf said. “We’re not talking
about a political decision that can be
made one way or the other with a
slogan like ‘Human Rights For All.’ It’s
about human rights. And human
rights are universal and binding all
over the world.”

Neuendorf said Germany was
cooperating with other European
federations who want their captains to
wear an armband with a rainbow
heart design during World Cup games
to protest against discrimination.

“It’s not a political statement,
because it’s a statement for human
rights,” said Neuendorf, who added if
it was banned, “I would be quite
prepared to accept a fine as well.”

AP

WORLD CUP FRENZY SWEEPS QATAR
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Led by experts at the
University of
Nottingham, the study

found that the risk of stomach
bleeding caused by using
aspirin long-term, can be
reduced with a short course of
antibiotics,  potential ly
improving the safety of aspirin
when used to prevent heart
attacks, strokes and possibly
some cancers.

The results of the .HEAT
(Helicobacter pylori
Eradication Aspirin) trial, was
led by Professor Chris
Hawkey from the University
of Nottingham’s School of
Medicine and Nottingham
Digestive Diseases Centre.

Aspirin in low doses is a
very useful preventative drug
in people at high risk of
strokes or heart attacks.
However, on rare occasions, it
can provoke internal ulcer
bleeding.

By thinning the blood,
aspirin makes ulcers in the
stomach bleed. These ulcers
may be caused by a particular

type of bacteria, helicobacter
pylori.  

The STAR (Simple Trials
for Academic Research) team
from the University of
Nottingham investigated
whether a short course of
antibiotics to remove these
bacteria would reduce the
risk of bleeding in aspirin
users.

The HEAT Trial was  a
very large trial conducted in
1,208 UK general practices. It
was a real-life study which

used clinical data routinely
stored in GP and hospital
records, instead of bringing
patients back for follow up
trial visits. 

The team wrote to
188,875 patients who were
taking aspirin and 30,166 vol-
unteered and took part in the
study. Those who tested pos-
itive for H. pylori were ran-
domised to receive antibi-
otics or placebos (dummy
tablets) and were followed
for up to 7 years. 

Over the first two and a
half years, those who had
antibiotic treatment were less
likely to be admitted to hos-
pital because of ulcer bleeding
than those who had dummy
tablets (6 versus 17).
Protection occurred rapidly:
with those who received
placebos (dummy treatment),
the first hospitalisation for
ulcer bleeding occurred after
6 days, compared to 525 days
following antibiotic treatment. 

Over a longer time period,

protection appeared to wane.
However, the overall rate of
hospitalisation for ulcer bleed-
ing was lower than expected
and this in line with other evi-
dence that ulcer disease is on
the decline. Risks for people
already on aspirin are low.
Risks are higher when people
first start aspirin, when search-
ing for H. pylori and treating
it is probably worthwhile.

Professor Chris Hawkey
said: “Aspirin has many ben-
efits in terms of reducing the

risk of heart attacks and
strokes in people at increased
risk. There is also evidence
that it is able to slow down
certain cancers. The .HEAT
trial is the largest UK-based
study of its kind, and we are
pleased that the findings have
shown that ulcer bleeding
can be significantly reduced
following a one-week course
of antibiotics. The long-term
implications of the results are
encouraging in terms of safe
prescribing”.

According to reports, in
India, about 85 per cent

to 90 per cent of adults have
dental cavities, along with
about 60 to 80 per cent of
children. Also, around 30
per cent of children have
misaligned jaws and teeth.
Over 50 per cent of Indians
with dental health issues
receive treatment or advice
from someone other than a
dentist, such as chemists.

About 51 per cent of
Indians use a toothbrush
and toothpaste to brush
their teeth. Around 28 per
cent brush their teeth the
recommended two times a
day, find the reports.

The 136 000 new cases
and 75 000 deaths occur-
ring in India alone account
for 36% of all new cases and
42% of deaths from oral
cancers worldwide. The

South-East Asia Region has
a 52% share of deaths from
oral cancer.

The burden of the main
oral diseases 49 Oral cancer
contributes to about 30% of
cancer cases in India, with
more than 130 000 new
cases diagnosed in 2020,
according to the Global
Cancer Observatory. This
represents two thirds of
registered cancer cases of
the National  Cancer
Registry Programme. In
2021, it was reported that
nearly one out of every four
adults in India consumes
betel nut, of which around
10% is mixed with tobacco.
The large number of users
of betel nut, a known car-
cinogen and risk factor for
oral cancer, presents a huge
public health challenge for
the country.
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The WHO report paints a bleak
picture on dental status, say-
ing that almost half of the

world’s population (45% or 3.5 bil-
lion people) suffer from oral dis-
eases, with 3 out of every 4 affect-
ed people living in low- and mid-
dle-income countries. Global cases
of oral diseases have increased by 1
billion over the last 30 years—a clear
indication that many people do not
have access to prevention and treat-
ment of oral diseases.

“Oral health has long been
neglected in global health, but
many oral diseases can be prevent-
ed and treated with the cost-effec-
tive measures outlined in this
report,” said WHO Director-
General, Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus. “WHO is committed
to providing guidance and support
to countries so that all people,
wherever they live and whatever
their income, have the knowledge
and tools needed to look after their
teeth and mouths, and to access ser-
vices for prevention and care when
they need them.”
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The most common oral dis-
eases are dental caries (tooth

decay), severe gum disease, tooth
loss and oral cancers.  Untreated
dental caries is the single most
common condition globally, affect-
ing an estimated 2.5 billion people.
Severe gum disease is a major
cause of total tooth loss. It is esti-
mated to affect 1 billion people
worldwide.  About 380 000 new
cases of oral cancers are diagnosed
every year.

The report underscores the
glaring inequalities in access to oral
health services, with a huge burden
of oral diseases and conditions
affecting the most vulnerable and
disadvantaged populations. People
on low incomes, people living
with disabilities, older people liv-
ing alone or in care homes, those
living in remote and rural commu-
nities and people from minority
groups carry a higher burden of
oral diseases.

This pattern of inequalities is
similar to other noncommunicable
diseases such as cancers, cardiovas-
cular diseases, diabetes, and men-
tal disorders. Risk factors common
to noncommunicable diseases such
as high sugar intake, all forms of
tobacco use, and harmful use of
alcohol all contribute to the global
oral health crisis.
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Only a small percentage of the
global population is covered by
essential oral health services, and
those with the greatest need often
have the least access to services. The
key barriers to delivering access to
oral health services for all include:
● Oral health care requires high

out-of-pocket expenditures.
This often leads to catastroph-
ic costs and significant finan-
cial burden for families and
communities.

● The provision of oral health
services largely relies on high-
ly specialized providers using
expensive high-tech equipment
and materials, and these ser-
vices are not well integrated
with primary health care mod-
els.

● Poor information and surveil-
lance systems, combined with
low priority for public oral
health research are major bot-
tlenecks to developing more
effective oral health interven-
tions and policies.
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The report showcases many

promising opportunities  to
improve the state of global oral
health including:
● Adopting a public health

approach by addressing com-
mon risk factors through pro-
moting a well-balanced diet
low in sugars, stopping use of
all forms of tobacco, reducing
alcohol consumption and
improving access to effective
and affordable fluoride tooth-
paste.

● Planning oral health services as

part of national health and
improving integration of oral
health services in primary health
care as part of universal health
coverage.

● Redefining oral health workforce
models to respond to population
needs and expanding competen-
cies of non-dental healthcare
workers to expand oral health
service coverage; and

● Strengthening information sys-
tems by collecting and integrat-
ing oral health data into

national health monitoring
systems.
In 2022, the World Health

Assembly adopted a global strategy
on oral health with a vision of uni-
versal health coverage for oral
health for all individuals and com-
munities by 2030. A detailed action
plan is under development to help
countries translate the global strat-
egy into practice. This includes a
monitoring framework for tracking
progress, with measurable targets to
be achieved by 2030.
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Betel quid: Dangerous yet pop-
ular carcinogen in  India?

Betel quid chewing with tobac-
co is one of the most com-

mon forms of smokeless tobac-
co and is used by approximate-
ly 600 million individuals world-
wide, with a higher prevalence in
South and South-East Asia and
the Pacific islands. The effect of
betel quid chewing is a general
stimulation, similar to the effects
of tobacco or caffeine.

Betel quid is a mixture of
areca nut (nut of a palm tree,
Areca catechu), slaked lime (cal-
cium hydroxide) and betel leaf
(leaf of the piper betel vine), and
it can have tobacco (mainly in
South-Central Asia) or not (in
East Asia and Melanesia). All of
the ingredients are wrapped
inside the betel leaf and made
into a bunch commonly known
as a “quid,” which is then chewed.
It stains teeth and tissues dark
red and is spit out after chewing
for a few hours.
Dental Health Care Market
Surge Ahead

According to The Business
Research Company’s research

report on the oral care market,
increased awareness of dental
health care is significantly con-
tributing to the growth of the
oral care market. Dental or oral
health includes teeth, gums,
and mouth and aims to keep the
mouth healthy and avoid
gum disease and tooth decay.
Various factors, including sugar
consumption, cigarette use,
alcohol use, and poor oral
hygiene, are the root causes of
oral diseases.

Oral care helps to maintain
hygiene and keep the mouth dis-
ease free. According to the 2022
State of America's Oral Health
and Wellness Report, a US-based
association that provides crucial
education and research and sup-
ports key policies to prevent den-
tal disease, 92% of adults and 96%
of parents say maintaining good
dental health is very important for
overall health. One in five (20%)
persons think that a problem
with their oral health directly
impacted their general health.
Therefore, awareness of dental
health care drives the oral care
market growth.

Technological advancement too
is not left behind

It is gaining popularity in the
oral care market trends. According
to reports, major players in the oral
care market are adopting
CAD/CAM technology for provid-
ing oral care services. CAD stands
for "computer-assisted design" that
uses computer-based software to
assist in design processes and pro-
ducing two-dimensional (2-D)
drawings and three-dimensional
(3-D) models. Computer-Assisted
Manufacture (CAM) helps to auto-
mate a production process via
software and computer-controlled
equipment. In oral care with
CAD/CAM technology, the tooth
is prepared for the crown by
drilling it and then a computer
image is taken. The crown is made
in-office using a machine that
receives this image. For instance, in
February 2022, Planmeca, US-
based dental imaging and
CAD/CAM equipment manufac-
turer, introduced the Planmeca
PlanMill35. The new Planmeca
PlanMill 35 is one of three compo-
nents of the Planmeca FIT
CAD/CAM system.
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Next year, the water will
come. The pipes have been

laid to Ata Yigit’s sprawling
farm in Turkey’s southeast con-
necting it to a dam on the
Euphrates River. A dream,
soon to become a reality, he
says. 

He’s already grown a small
corn patch on some of the
water. The golden stalks are tall
and abundant. “The kernels are
big,” he says, proudly. Soon he’ll
be able to water all his fields.

Over 1,000 kilometres
downstream in southern Iraq,
nothing grows anymore in
Obeid Hafez’s wheat farm. The
water stopped coming a year
ago, the 95-year-old said,
straining to speak.

“The last time we planted
the seed, it went green, then
suddenly it died,” he said.

The starkly different real-
ities are playing out along the
length of the Tigris-Euphrates
river basin, one of the world’s
most vulnerable watersheds.
River flows have fallen by 40
per cent in the past four
decades as the states along its
length — Turkey, Syria, Iran
and Iraq — pursue rapid, uni-
lateral development of the
waters’ use.

The drop is projected to
worsen as temperatures rise
from climate change. Both
Turkey and Iraq, the two
biggest consumers, acknowl-
edge they must cooperate to
preserve the river system that
some 60 million people rely on
to sustain their lives.

But political failures and
intransigence conspire to pre-
vent a deal sharing the rivers.

The Associated Press con-
ducted more than a dozen
interviews in both countries,
from top water envoys and
senior officials to local farmers,
and gained exclusive visits to
controversial dam projects.
Internal reports and revealed
data illustrate the calculations
driving disputes behind closed
doors, from Iraq’s fears of a
potential 20 per cent drop in

food production to Turkey’s
struggles to balance Iraq’s and
its own needs.

“I don’t see a solution,” said
former Iraqi Prime Minister
Haidar al-Abadi.

“Would Turkey sacrifice
its own interests? Especially if
that means that by giving more
(water) to us, their farmers and
people will suffer?”

A FARMER’S DREAM
Turkey has been harness-

ing the river basin with a mas-
sive project to boost agriculture
and generate hydroelectricity.
Under its Southeast Anatolia
Project, or GAP by its Turkish
acronym, it has built at least 19
dams on the Euphrates and
Tigris and several more are
envisaged for a total of 22.

It aims to develop the
southeast, long an economic
backwater and the wellspring of
the Kurdistan Worker’s Party,
or PKK, a Kurdish separatist
movement that Ankara con-
siders a terrorist organisation.

For the farmer, Yigit, the
project will be transformative.

Until now, his reliance on
well water only permitted half
his land to be irrigated.

But in June, the irrigation
pipes finally reached his farm
in Mardin province. Next year,
his entire 4,500 acres will be
watered via the Ataturk Dam
on the Euphrates River.

Lower water availability
forced a revision in the area
that GAP will irrigate, down to
1.05 million hectares, from an
original 1.8 million. Half the
reduced goal has been met. The
rest depends on how quickly
authorities can install infra-
structure linking villages to
the dams.

Farmers benefitting from
GAP must use advanced irri-
gation techniques that Turkish
authorities say use two-thirds
less water.

But for an anxious Iraq,
every drop of water diverted for
irrigation means less down-
stream.

Still, in Yigit’s world, the
future is finally bright.

“Next year, the canals will
be open.”

A SINGLE TRUTH
Iraq is the downstream

prisoner of geography, relying
almost entirely for its water on
the twin rivers and tributaries
originating outside its borders.

In 2014, Iraq’s Water
Ministry prepared a confiden-
tial report that spelled out a
“single truth:” In two years,
Iraq’s water supply would no
longer meet demand, and the
gap would keep widening. The
report, seen by the AP, warned
that by 2035, the water deficit
would cause a 20 per cent
reduction in food production.

The doomsday predictions
are playing out in 2022. Lakes
have dried up, crops have failed
and thousands of Iraqis are
migrating. An author of the
report, who spoke anony-
mously because it is not pub-
lic, said the predictions were
“remarkably accurate.”

They show Iraqi officials
knew how bleak the future
would be without the recom-
mended $180 billion in invest-
ment and an agreement with
neighbors. Neither transpired.

Decades of talks have still
not found common ground on
water-sharing.

Turkey approaches the
water issue as if it were the river
basin’s benevolent owner,
assessing needs and deciding
how much to let flow down-
stream. Iraq considers owner-
ship shared and wants a more
permanent arrangement with
defined portions.

In a rare interview, Turkey’s
envoy on water issues with Iraq,
Veysel Eroglu, told the AP
that Turkey cannot accept to
release a fixed amount of water
because of the unpredictabili-
ty of river flows in the age of
climate change.

Eroglu said Turkey could
agree to setting a ratio to
release, but only if Syria and

Iraq provide detailed data on
their water consumption.

“That is the only way to
share water in an optimal and
fair manner,” Eroglu said.

The question of Syria is a
major obstacle. Turkey insists
it must be part of any broad
agreement but that for the
time being it has no interlocu-
tor in war-torn Syria. Both
sides treat some data like state
secrets, fueling mistrust.

“I like to keep it to myself,”
Eroglu’s Iraqi counterpart,
Mahdi Hamdani, said regard-
ing his country’s water con-
sumption data. “They are tools
in our negotiations.”

Hamdani stepped down
from his position after a new
government was voted into
power in October, underscor-
ing another gripe from Turkey:
The frequent changing of Iraqi
interlocutors in the water talks.

One Iraqi ambassador said
it was “a mistake” that his side
once informed the Turks they
were aware that 70 per cent of
their water is effectively wast-
ed on ancient farming practices
then discharged to the Persian
Gulf, leading Ankara to double
down on demands that Iraq
reform itself first.

Turkey is relatively forth-
coming with Tigris data but
reveals little about the
Euphrates, particularly the vital
question of how much water
will be diverted to irrigation
under GAP. It says only that
diversion will be minimal.

It also argues that, if it’s
shared water, Iraq must be
more responsible with it and
introduce greater efficiency,
like Turkey.

Iraq bristles at being told
how to use its water.
“Sometimes they ask us why
Iraq cultivates (water-inten-
sive) rice,” Hamdani said. “I ask
them, why are you cultivating
cotton? And they say it’s part of
their history, civilization. And
I tell them yes, we also have our
history, our civilization.”

“If we keep talking like this,

we will never reach an agree-
ment.”

YOUR EYES, YOUR SCALE
Sheikh Thamer Saeedi

decided enough is enough.
The streams were dry in his vil-
lage in southern Iraq.
Despairing families were aban-
doning their farms for the city
after crops failed.

What he did next under-
scores rising anger among
farmers following devastating,
back-to-back droughts; and
the Iraqi government’s weak-
nesses that make managing
water nearly impossible.

“One week,” Saeedi told
local water authorities in Dhi
Qar province. Release more
water to his district,
Dawwayah, he threatened, or
else he would take matters
into his own hands.

In Iraq’s south, tribal alle-
giance transcends government
authority. As a tribal leader,
Saeedi had to guarantee water
for his people to safeguard his
legitimacy.

The authorities were in a
bind. Water levels in the
Gharraf River, the Tigris’
branch here, were so low it did-
n’t reach the diversion gates,
designed in the 1970s when
flows were twice as high.
Districts like Dawwayah, fur-
ther along the irrigation net-
work, were left dry.

At the same time, the gov-
ernment had cut the province’s
water allocation by 60 per cent.

Time ran out.
Saeedi marched with

dozens of followers to the irri-
gation regulator on the river-
bank, armed with a long pipe
and shovels. They dug until a
water corridor was secured to
his district.

“My people are thirsty,” he
said.

To ensure he left enough
water for other communities,
Saeedi invoked the Arabic
idiom: “Your eyes, your scale.”
That is, he took a wild guess.

Rival tribal leaders were

enraged, fearing for their own
water supplies. Security officials
rushed to put a halt to the
diversion. Many feared gun
battles if they hadn’t.

“It was a destructive act,”
said Ghazwan Kadhim, head of
Dhi Qar’s Water Resources
Directorate. “The Gharraf
River has 154 gates to different
areas. If anyone does anything
like that, the entire river would
become unfit for distributing
water.”

But authorities are having
a harder time keeping a lid on
fights over water. Threats of
lawsuits do little to stop tribal
leaders diverting flows or dig-
ging illegal wells; using securi-
ty forces risks escalation.

“We are terrified of conflict
breaking out in central and
southern Iraq over the water
shortages,” said Issa Fayadh, an
official at the Environment
Ministry in Baghdad.

A NUMBERS GAME
Straddling between ridges

in southeast Turkey, the Ilisu
Dam is — for Iraqis — a stark
reminder of an irretrievable
past. Before Turkey began
operating the dam in May
2020, all the waters of the
Tigris River flowed into Iraq.
Now how much water comes
down depends on Ankara’s
consideration of Iraq’s month-
to-month requests for a mini-
mum flow, weighed against
Turkey’s own needs.

The AP was given an
exclusive tour of the dam facil-
ity in October by Turkey’s State
Hydraulics Works, known by
the Turkish acronym DSI, and
given figures for the first time
detailing flow rates and elec-
tricity production over two
years.

A decade ago, Iraq received
an average flow of 625 cubic
metres of water per second
from the Tigris. Today, the rate
averages only 36 per cent of
that because of less precipita-
tion combined with the dam’s
effect, Iraqi water ministry

officials say.
The dam is used for hydro-

electricity, not irrigation, so
eventually water must be let
through for the turbines.

But how much and when
are another matter. Turkish
officials must maintain a min-
imum reservoir level of 500
meters above sea level to pro-
duce electricity, even as they
face a lower, less predictable
flow into the reservoir.

In 2021, Ilisu discharged 20
per cent more water than it
received and had to draw on
water stored from previous
years, according to figures
from Eroglu.

In January, the reservoir’s
level dropped below the 500-
meter mark. Power production
this year fell 20 per cent, com-
pared to 2021. Ilisu on average
produces less than half its
potential.

Turkish officials argue that
with the dam, they can regulate
flow for Iraq’s benefit, storing
more during floods and dis-
charging more during drought.

Data provided by DSI
shows that Turkey respected a
request made by Iraq that it
release at least 300 cubic metres
per second down the Tigris
during summer months, when
shortages are common.

But Iraqi officials say
depending on such ad hoc
arrangements makes planning
difficult. “They can cut water,
they can release water. We
urgently need a water agree-
ment just to satisfy Iraq’s min-
imum requirements,” said
Hatem Hamid, head of the
National Centre for Water
Resources Management.

Once the Tigris waters
reach Mosul Dam, Hamid
decides how much goes where
in Iraq. The impact of his cal-
culations can be monumental.

With dire shortages antic-
ipated in 2022, Hamid had to
make severe cuts, slicing water
quotas in half for agriculture.
Water rationing was enforced
with military patrols.

That also reduced the
Tigris’ water entering the
marshlands of southern Iraq.
What Hamid could not have
predicted was that water-
stressed Iran then diverted
tributaries feeding the marsh-
es. The result was an environ-
mental emergency: Not enough
fresh water was entering the
marshes to wash away salinity.

Hamid scrambled to divert
more water, but the damage
was done.

LIFE HAS ENDED
In the famed Chibayish

marshes, the carcasses of water
buffalos float along the river-
banks, poisoned by the salty
water.

Herders circulate the icon-
ic wetland, fabled to have been
the biblical Garden of Eden,
looking for trickles of fresh
water to save their animals.

Over the past two years,
the lush greenery of the marsh-
es has degenerated and yel-
lowed, killed by salinity build-
ing up from two years of insuf-
ficient fresh-water inflow.

It is a haunting vision of
the future. Along with dying
livestock, harvests are declining
for a second year in a row; both
are the principal employers in
rural Iraq. At least 62,000 peo-
ple in south-central Iraq have
migrated to congested urban
centers due to drought, the
U.N. reported in September.

Obeid Hafez, the elderly
farmer, once produced nearly
2,500 acres of wheat. Today his
lands in southern Iraq are bar-
ren.

Portraits of Hafez’s forefa-
thers hang in his spartan living
room. Their stern faces look
down on him as he speaks.

He inherited the lands
from them, one generation to
another.

But there will be no one to
come after him. His sons have
gone, looking for work in the
cities.

“Life has ended here,” he
said. AP

Against the backdrop of
intensifying climate

change that promises not to
spare anyone from its cata-
strophic consequences, global
leaders are discussing what
actions can be taken to prevent
or at least minimise the dam-
age to the ozone layer, at
COP27, hosted in Egypt’s pic-
turesque island of Sharm el-
Sheikh.

The UNFCC and the IPCC
have been sending constant
warning signals to the world
community regarding some
irreversible process of climate
change. Unless the world, par-
ticularly the big industrialised
nations, realise the gravity of
the situation aggravated by
their deviant behaviour, there
is no point talking about cli-
mate solutions in global meets
like the COP27 and may be
again in the COP28.

Therefore, COP27 is once
again heading towards uncer-
tainty. The last COP meeting at
Glasgow in the UK was sup-
posed to bring substantial
changes. The power players
made extraordinary pledges,
but nothing has taken place so
far. The greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions have been on the
rise.

Why is climate finance so
important? A climate solution
corpus is very crucial for the
developing nations to further
stop the depletion of the ozone
layer and mitigate the worst
effects of climate change. The
rich nations have been promis-
ing that they will offer an aid
of $100 billion each year
towards this cause. But so far
it has remained a lip service. If
the rich nations continue to
dawdle on the promised cli-
mate fund, they leave the plan-
et and its inhabitants in lurch.
The big polluters like the US,
China, the Russian Federation
and the EU must understand

that they are pushing the world
towards a dangerous future.
Unless they offer this financial
aid, the less-developed nations,
the Vulnerable-20 group and
the island nations belonging to
the Pacific Vuvale would be in
permanent danger of destruc-
tion. Of course, they all will be
the permanent victims of the
developed nations and the
emerging economies.

Rubbing salt into the post-
Covid world’s wounds is the
devastating war in Ukraine.
And on top of that China’s ris-
ing aggression in and around
Asia is threatening both the
global power calculus and
peace around the globe, thus
jeopardising the efforts to give
an undivided attention to cli-
mate solutions.

And therefore, climate
activists have been left disap-
pointed at COP27 also. Staring
at the dark future, activists
from Africa have accused rich
countries of trying to bribe the
African leaders to invest in
planet warming fossil fuels.
To them, it is yet another
hypocrisy that the developed
nations have employed to make
Africa unwitting partners in
their climate crimes.

Therefore it seems global
climate diplomacy is failing the
world. Whether it is at the UN
or at any other global forums
like the G-7, G-20, the OECD,
EU or any platforms, all are
making a mockery of the
developing nations. Their
meetings and numerous con-
ferences are making no break-
through to save this planet.
Amid all these, the big power
rivalry is spoiling the current
debates and dialogues. The
New Cold War between the US
and China is ruining all the
chances of the revival of the
health of the planet earth. Both
the nations are fighting at dif-
ferent levels to bolster their

influences and domination at
global institutions. In fact,
China is desperately trying to
push back the US to occupy the
top slot in global governance.
Chinese President Xi Jinping is
widening his wings every-
where. He is a megalomaniac.
His ambitions have no end. He
wants to grab the whole world
and resurrect the old Chinese
Empire. He has forgotten that
the world is now in the 21st
century and no one is living
under the illusion of Mao
Zedong’s great Communist

Era.
The world today is well

connected by the massive
changes of globalisation
accompanied by the advance-
ments of information and com-
munication technologies.
China needs to reset its own
house before venturing out to
derail the western liberal order
that has been dominating the
globe since the end of the
Second World War in 1945. It
is better for China and the US
to compete healthily instead of
turning it into a major conflict.

And this will unnecessarily
delay the mitigation efforts to
save the atmosphere. Hope the
latest meetings of Xi and Biden
against the backdrop of the cli-
mate talks and the G-20 would
spearhead a new beginning in
their relations though major
differences would continue for
now and even for a longer
duration.

The current climate crisis
is affecting global health. A
recent report by the Lancet
journal says that there is a
direct link between the chang-

ing weather conditions and
their impact on the health of
the people around the world.
This report clearly says that our
dependence on fossil fuels
increases the risk of disease,
food insecurity and other sick-
ness related to extreme heat.
These incrementals are too
dangerous for all of us. The
point here is that there is no
place to hide now. All are
affected, from Iceland to
Madagascar and from China to
the US.

It is clear that the advanced

countries are holding back the
future of the developing
nations. It is not that people in
these countries can wait for the
tall promises made by the
developed nations. However
the hope is that strong and sus-
tained reductions in emissions
of the CO2 and other GHGs
could rapidly make air quality
better. And if it happens, then
another 20-30 years, the glob-
al temperatures could stabilise.

There is no point of dis-
cussing who is responsible for
the current chaos. Blaming
the developed nations will not
work. The point is to make the
amends. All governments,
local, national and the global,
must work together to reduce
the use of fossil fuels. The
blame game won’t help the vul-
nerable nations and the people
on the fringe. We have come to
such a point that now the
Pacific Vuvale group is
approaching the UN General
Assembly to pass a proposal
and can go to the International
Court of Justice to seek imme-
diate intervention in the glob-
al crisis. This climate justice
case will be historic once it goes
to the ICJ. Because of these
nations, climate change is
increasingly violating universal
human rights.

It’s time now to act. Not to
make sermons. World leaders
and global governance institu-
tions should not make hollow
promises. Because the inhabi-
tants of this planet are in grave
danger, slanging matches will
not help anyone. It’s time to
take responsibility and to save
the earth. The current ecolog-
ical imbalance must be
repaired, else, we all will be in
peril.

(The writer is Head of the
Department of Arts and
Humanities at Geeta University,
Panipat)
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Wow do you see the level of my
logical reasoning?” Asked
someone seeking guidance on

whether the choice he has made is befit-
ting him. Well, logic is based on percep-
tion based on knowledge, information,
and experiences gained in the past.
Some of them could be just illusionary
and therefore misleading. The dynamics
of every emerging moment, however,
keep varying, with no scope for having
any parallel in the past. Accordingly, the
callings of incoming moments would
pose fresh challenges or open up new
opportunities. Logic may not necessarily
offer right answer. “If logic won’t work,
how to make the right choice?” He
countered. You need to develop aware-
ness and be alert. Awareness will let you
look at the issues in hand with an open
mind. And if you are alert, you will con-
sciously invoke the faculty of discrimi-
nate intelligence for due diligence before
taking any call. That will let you dispas-
sionately analyse the issues in hand,
without any preconditioning whatsoev-
er. That carries greater probability to
strike success.

I know where is your question com-
ing from. Are you in disagreement with

your elders in so far as your priorities
are concerned? “How could you know?”
The fellow asked. “Very simple, the
moment you wished to get your sense of
logical reasoning assessed, it was clear
that your elders are not happy about
how you are planning your future
course.” I answered. Another question
sir: “Is dreaming about aspirational
urges wrong? I wish to enter into busi-
ness after being in service for a while.
But my elders are not agreeable, even
though I am not seeking any financial
support.” Absolutely not. Dreams are
necessary for reaching heights one is
capable of, as they serve a focus to reach
an objective. But then, you need to
appreciate that before putting dream
perceptions into action it is important
to discriminate between ‘what you want’
and ‘what you are worth’. You are miss-
ing this point is how there is disagree-
ment.

“Is pursuing business something like
a rocket science that warrants so much
of pre-assessment?” He asked. Well, you
need to appreciate that nothing moves
in life to one’s asking. Also, nothing
happens without meeting challenges in
the way. That makes it incumbent upon

us to find out whether we are well
geared up to pursue our wishful think-
ing. “What do you find in my personali-
ty traits that make me unsuitable for
business.” He asked.

Somebody in business should be

hardworking. He should be worldly wise
who could adapt himself to the chang-
ing circumstances and customer
requirements. He should be mentally
and emotionally stable, focused and
armed with persistence and persever-

ance. He should understand value for
money.

Your personality traits do not fit
into the above game plan. You are basi-
cally a comfort loving and a lucky per-
son who would have got things easy in
life so far, as would Sun well aligned to
Moon imply. At the same time, you
don’t appear to be keen to take chal-
lenges head on and in time. Mind signi-
fying Moon occupies a dual sign Pisces,
which is indicative of your vacillating
nature and mood swings. Moon ill-dis-
posed off to Saturn is indicative of your
negative mindset, habitually suspicious
and critical of others. You also carry a
nagging attitude. Moon placed adverse
to Mercury implies that you lack focus
and are indecisive. Moon locked in
adverse formation with Uranus accounts
for your mercurial temperament, care-
lessness and unstable mind. Moon
forming evil angular alignment with
mischievous Neptune, implies that given
a difficult situation, you may try to run
away. You live in your fanciful dream-
world, distanced from ground realities.
You may not acknowledge truth on its
first appearance. You may rather contin-
ue pursuing your wishful thinking on

hope against hope till pushed to the
wall.

Now coming to Mercury, identified
with general intelligence and common
sensical judgement, is tenanted opposite
Uranus. That makes you eccentric and
opinionated. You may unnecessarily
waste your energies towards unproduc-
tive ends. Mercury also opposite
Neptune accounts for your insensible
reasoning and judgment. Venus placed
adverse to the Sun makes you emotion-
ally too much touchy and sensitive who
may get overexercised even on trivial
issues. And you may keep unnecessarily
mulling over them for long. Also, you
do not understand value for money.

“Does it mean that I have no future
at all?” He countered. Your future lies
elsewhere. Benevolent Jupiter tenanted
in the career signifying 10th house read
together with other job indicators is
suggestive off taking up a job in the
field you are trained. With time you will
earn high position.
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